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ABSTRACT 

The possibility of using interactive computer graphics in the 

analysis of gamma ray streaming through voids in radiation shielding 

has been examined. 

A computer program, performing calculations relating to a specific 

streaming situation, presented a display of this situation together 

with relevant data on a cathode ray tube screen. A designer was able, 

using the interactive facilities, to act upon this data and either 

instruct the computer to perform further calculations or make changes 

to the streaming geometry. 

The program using the kernel-albedo method was developed to handle 

the streaming in an entranceway leading to an enclosed cell containing 

a gamma radiation source. 

Lithium Fluoride 1:hermoluminescent dosimeters were used to measure 

the distribution of dose in the entranceway to a cell containing dis- 

crete Cobalt-60 sources. Whereas a discontinuous dose profile at the 

wall in the region of a shadow from the source was recorded, the 

profile on the centreline of the entranceway showed no such characteristic. 

Further experiments, to separate the beta dose, were performed enclosing 

the dosimeters in Perspex. 

The experimentally measured doses were compared with those pre- 

dicted using the computer graphic program, the comparison establishing 

confidence in the method for preliminary design purposes. 

An example of a typical design study concerning a cell for the 

dismantling of irradiated nuclear fuel has been carried out, illustrating . 

the development of a design for the entranceway for such a cell. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the design of radiation shielding the designer ofteilhas 

to consider structures of complex geometry together with large 

quantities of data relating to these. He is presented with the task 

of correlating this data, which may refer to flux or dose levels, 

with the geometrical structure which would be described by parameters. 

As a part of the design process, calculations to determine the 

effectiveness of several alternative design possibilities, some of 

which may be very similar to others, would be performed. 

This 'batch' approach to design computing, involving the sub-

mission of a separate job for each design change, would be 

uneconomical in terms of processor time since the complete calculation 

was performed for each job although a large proportion of the design 

remained constant. An alternative approach, allowing the designer to 

change his design during the execution of the job and then recalculate 

the variables affected by the change could be expected to show savings 

in processor time. Such an approach would be made possible by the use 

of 'interactive' computing. In the interactive mode of operation the 

designer is able to control the execution of his program from a device 

such as a teletype or video display unit at which results may be 

printed and comments or data entered. 

Having been presented with the results of his calculation the 

designer has the task of correlating these with the geometry of his 

design. This may involve the hand plotting of graphs or the transfer 

of data from the tables supplied by the program to the designers sketch 

or plan. Both of these tasks could easily be performed by computer 
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driven plotting devices although to plot all the information which 

might be required would require many, largely similar, plots for a 

particular design under consideration. 

An alternative device which. could be used for the presentation 

of these results is cathoderay tube such as those found in graphical 

video display units. These devices are capable of displaying both 

geometrical structures and alphanumeric data at a very fast rate. 

The addition of a method of providing feedback from the operator, 

such as the use of a teletype, would enable this method of present-

ation to be used interactively. Using an interactive graphical dis-

play the results of the designer's calculations would be displayed 

very rapidly and, in his presence, superimposed on a plan, or other 

representation of the current design. The designer could then review 

his results and either continue calculations concerning this same 

design or make a design change, instructing the computer to recalculate 

those variables in the calculation which would be affected by the 

change, and observe the effect of the change on the computed results. 

In this way one could expect the designer to have a better appreciation 

of the results of his calculations and of the changes that might be 

required in the design, in addition to savings in processor time. By 

the inclusion of suitable options in the program the computer could 

perform the otherwise tedious correlation of different parts of a long 

printout and display the results in a meaningful manner. 

Not all aspects of radiation shielding could be expected to benefit 

equally from treatment in this way. Those problems which involved a 

large number of computer runs to explore various complex geometries 
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might be expected to show more benefit from a better appreciation 

by the designer of the effects of geometry changes and from the 

avoidance of re—calculation of invariant factors from one design 

configuration to the next. The aim of this project was to select 

one aspect of radiation shielding and to develop a method, using 

computer graphics, which would give an acceptable preliminary design 

solution in a very short time. 

The particular aspect of shielding which was selected for this 

work was the streaming of radiation in a void in a radiation shield. 

Streaming, or canalisation of radiation occurs in shield penetrations 

such as gas passages and instrumentation channels and in structural 

voids such as access passages to machinery and the entranceway to a 

shielded cell containing a radiation source. The majority of stream-

ing problems involve geometry of sufficient complexity to benefit 

from the use of a pictorial display whilst the solution of such 

problems is generally less demanding on computer processing time than 

other problems such as bulk shielding. 

Unless it is very simple, a radiation streaming problem involves 

reflections of radiation from the walls of the void both in the straight 

sections and around the corners. This reflection is described by the 

use of the concept of a reflection coefficient, or arbedo, which is 

used in most computer programs handling radiation streaming problems 

(including the program upon which most of this work was based). The 

additional concept of an area kernel was used in this program. The 

walls of the void having been divided for the computation into 

elementary areas, the kernel describes the probability of radiation 



emergent from one area becoming incident on another. 

The problem of radiation streaming has been considered by 

Miller, Packwood and Parker (1) who have described the kernel-

albedo method for neutrons and compared the results of calculations 

with experimental measurements. They have also applied the method 

to various void areas in an advanced gas—cooled reactor and made 

recommendations for the handling of neutron streaming problems. 

Selph and Claiborne (2) have reviewed various methods of handling 

simple streaming problems for neutrons and gamma—rays by ray analysis, 

Monte—Carlo and albedo techniques. Huddleston and Wilcoxson (3) have 

also reviewed early work in gamma streaming. In their review of 

radiation transmission through inhomogenieties in shields, Zolotukin 

and Others (4) have described the various methods available for the 

treatment of this together with experimental comparisons although 

they do not make design recommendations. A useful review of methods 

for estimating the effects of radiation streaming has been compiled 

by Lewin (5) who has compared the elementary 14 71.  1 method with more 

sophisticated estimation methods suitable for hand calculations. An 

alternative estimation method not contained in Lewin's review is due 

to Wijker (7) who uses various correction terms to the 14 	method 

to arrive at a simple approximate formula to estimate the effects of 

gamma streaming. 

The backscattering of gamma rays has been investigated 

experimentally by Jones (8) for concrete, aluminium and steel and by 

Chilton (9) who used albedo techniques to determine the effect of 

backscattering at an infinite plane concrete surface for various 
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detector and source heights above this plane. This work is also 

described in the Ehgineering Compendium on Radiation Shielding (10) 

.where a good review of the principal backscattering data is to be 

found. 

Monte—Carlo type calculations have been performed by Clifford 

(11) to determine the albedos for gamma rays of energy 0.66 MeV at 

angles of incidence of 001  30
o 
and 600  on concrete, iron and lead. 

Similar calculations have been performed by Haggmark and others (12) 

0 	(.1‘z- 	60 
for cosines of incident angle of 1.0, 0.75 and 0.5 on concrete, iron, 

aluminium, cobalt and caesium. A very comprehensive set of 

calculations has been performed for many energy—angle combinations by 

Raso (13, 14) who derived the polar and azimuthal angular dose dis-

tribution. 

A very useful formula for the gamma ray dose albedo has been 

derived by Chilton and Huddleston (15) who developed the formula to 

fit the data of Raso. The essential features of this formula are 

described in Appendix 2. Shoemaker and Huddleston (16) introduced a 

simplification of this formula to omit the dependence of the albedo 

on the azimuthal angle whilst the basic characteristics of neutron 

and gamma. ray albedos have been summed up by Selph (17). 

The Chilton—Huddleston formula has been applied by Ingold (18) 

in a comparison of round and square ducts and by Chapman and Huddleston 

(19) who develop programs to use the formula for different parts of a 

duct such as the primary scattering areas which can be 'seen' by the 

point isotropic source at the mouth of the duct, the regions of duct 

beyond these which are reached by multiple scattering and the 
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scattering in the corners of the duct. LeDoux and Chilton (20) 

have derived analytical formulae for the treatment of simple ducts 

and entranceways. 

Experimental measurements have been made in an entranceway to 

a cell containing a radium source by Fraser and Gayton (6) and are 

discussed in Chapter 6. Measurements have also been recently 

reviewed by Zolotukin (4). 

Various applications of interactive computer graphics have been 

studied in the past. The two applications which have received the 

most attention are the design of ships culls, principally by MacCullum 

(21) who used the method of Coons' patches (22) to describe the 

geometry of a hull, and the design of electronic circuits which has 

been studied by, amongst others, Wolfendale (23), Spitalny and Goldberg 

(24), Logan (25), Luo, Magnuson and Walsh (26) and Kilgour (27). Work 

on these topics has contributed to the understanding of the most useful 

methods of presentation of data and of operator—computer interaction. 

The use of interactive displays as part of an industrial design 

process has been discussed by Edwards (28) who considers the various 

steps required in a design and the criteria which one must apply before 

a problem may be solved using interactive and graphical facilities. 

The investigation of the usefulness of computer graphics in the 

design of shielding involving a streaming path has been based on a 

kernel—albedo code IMULTISORDt (29). This computer code, written for 

an IBM 360 machine by Messrs. Miller and Endacott of AEE, Winfrith, 

uses the albedo concept as described in Appendix 1 and calculates 

kernels between elementary wall areas in each leg of a rectangular 
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cross section duct. The program calculates the fluxes and currents 

at the wall and centre—line of the duct from the neutron or gamma 

ray currents and fluxes which enter the void either through the 

mouth or the walls from the surrounding medium. 

These fluxes and currents, entering the void for the first time 

from the surrounding shielding medium, constitute the 'initial leak-

age current' and would normally be calculated by a bulk medium code 

such as a removal—diffusiOn or transport code or, more simply for 

gamma radiation, by line of sight calculation with build up factors. 

In order to separate this calculation, which could be quite lengthy, 

from the streaming calculation the situation of a source internal to 

the void was considered as a suitable task in the determination of 

the usefulness of compater graphics. In this case the radiation 

which underwent one reflection at the walls after leaving the source 

could be supplied to the program as an initial leakage current without 

the need for a large amount of computing after each design change. 

The basic program was adapted to accept this internal source in a con-

figuration of a cell and entranceway. 

The facilities of interactive graphics were obtained for this 

program by the addition of graphical subroutines to perform the tasks 

of displaying information and responding to designer actions at the 

console. The majority of these routines were obtained from the inter-

active graphics package at the University of London computer centre. 

Additional routines were written to perform such functions as the 

decoding of data supplied by the designer at the console via an alpha-

numeric keyboard and the provision of instructions for the designer to 
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follow. These were displayed on the lower part of a cathode ray 

tube screen below a plan of the streaming system under consideration. 

Asterisks indicated on this plan the elementary arleas into which the 

walls of the slot were divided (see fig. 8) whilst the dimensions of 

the various legs of the slot were displayed above the plan. The 

radiation source was indicated on the screen by a special cross, known 

as the tracking cross, which could be moved on the screen by the 

designer. This movement was effected by the use of a 'light—pent 

which is a fibre optic device capable of identifying an item on the 

screen at which it is pointed. Following the calculation of gamma 

dose rates, these were displayed on the centre line of the plan of the 

system, whilst information relating to the wall areas, such as emergent 

currents or kernels, was displayed at these areas. 

In order to establish confidence in the results obtained from the 

calculations including the internal source, dose measurements were 

carried out in a cell and entranceway containing a cobalt source. 

Lithium Fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeters were used for this work, 

being easy to handle and in ample supply. The dosimeters were 

calibrated by exposing them to the source, the strength of which was 

known, for varying lengths of time and establishing a dose/response 

characteristic (fig. 4). Doses were then measured along the centre 

line of the entranceway and at points on the wall as indicated in 

fig. 2. A discrepancy arose in the region of the stepped corner be-

tween the computed and measured doses, which was attributed to the 

measurement by the dosimeters of a contribution to the dose from 

secondary electrons emitted from the wall which could Iseev the source 
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directly (Appendix 4). In order to affirm this, additional dose 

measurements were made but with a proportion of the dosimeters 

contained in perspex holders which would eliminate this secondary 

electron contribution. When these measurements compared favourably 

with the predictions made by the program using interactive graphics, 

studies were made, using this program, of other configurations. 

An alternative configuration, for which experimental data was 

available, was that of a cell containing a radium source together 

with a labyrinthine entranceway. Spectral measurements had been 

made at points along the centre—line of the entranceway, shown 

schematically in figure (19), and at points on the walls. A comparison 

of these measurements with doses calculated by the program including 

interactive graphics is discussed in Chapter 6. 

As an example of the application of the interactive graphics 

program a study is described in Chapter 7 of a sequence of steps in 

the design of a cell in which irradiated fuel elements would be dis-

mantled. The design weakness in the streaming path and bulk shielding 

of a simple cell and entranceway configuration were demonstrated. 

Changes were made to the geometry in order to reduce the dose rate at 

the outer doorway whilst retaining other design constraints on the 

total dimensions and the total shielding requirements. An alternative 

configuration of a pair of interconnecting rooms, one of which contains 

a source, iE discussed in the same chapter. The program was used in 

this situation to calculate doses in the outer room shown in figure 30. 

Initial studies on the application of computer graphics to aspects 

of radiation shielding (30) showed that the method could be applied to 
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one and two—dimensional bulk shielding problems but that, with the 

shielding codes available at the time, the computer time involved 

would prove excessive for a realistic design situation. The inter-

connection of the hardware used in this study together with some of 

the techniques employed by an operator at the graphics console have 

been described in an earlier article (31 ). Further studies on the 

presentation of dose patterns in two dimensions and the initial 

studies on the geometrical presentation of the streaming problem (32) 

showed how the graphics screen could be best utilised in the 

continuing development of the work, a late stage of which has been 

described elsewhere (33). 
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2. RADIATION STREAMING 

The problems of radiation streaming in shielding voids were 

singled out for treatment in this project as they appeared suitable 

for an initial study of the usefulness of interactive graphics. The 

analysis of a problem in radiation streaming often involves complex 

geometries and programs for the solution of such a problem often 
••• 

require less computing time than for many other topics in radiation 

shielding. 

Two types of problem presented themselves as subjects for this 

study. The first was a duct with a large source at its mouth, such 

as a gas duct penetrating the biological shield of a.reactor. The 

other type of problem was that in which a discrete source, such as 

an irradiated fuel element was contained within a cell with an 

entranceway leading from it. In both of these cases it would be 

necessary to know the dose rates along the length of the duct in 

addition to the fluxes in order to ascertain personnel access con-

ditions, activation levels and radiation damage. 

In the consideration of a problem of this sort it is possible 

to separate three forms of radiation transport through the shielding 

region. 

(a) radiation which makes its entire passage through the shielding 

medium. 

(b) radiation which makes it entire passage through the void and 

(c) radiation which traverses both medium and void. 

When considering the method of solution it was previously necessary 

to make the distinction between (a) and (b) and treat the problem as 
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either a bulk shielding problem or as a streaming problem. However, 

this was becoming increasingly inaccurate, especiailly, for example, 

with the advent of sodium cooled reactors and the consideration of 

radiation transport along a coolant. pipe. The accurate solution of 

such problems would require an iteration between a bulk shielding 

problem and a streaming problem. To perform this iteration auto-

matically would have been too great an undertaking for this project 

and an attempt was made to select an initial problem which was 

essentially a total streaming problem. It was realised, however, that 

in a practical situation some radiation must enter the duct along its 

length and a method of estimating this quantity would be required. 

2.1 	THE APPLICATION PROGRAM — 'MULTISORD? (Miller and Packwood, Ref 29) 

The FORTRAN program MULTISORD was taken as a basis for this 

project. This program was available in a form suitable for con-

version to run on Control Data machines and had been accepted as 

satisfactory for design calculations both by UKAEA and the design 

consortia. It had the advantages of being fairly fast in execution 

and relatively economical in storage requirements. The program had 

readily identifiable segments for storage in overlay form during 

execution. This would be particularly important for graphics use 

with its stringent core storage restrictions. 

The code uses an iterative kernel—albedo method to calculate 

the scattering of radiation down the duct. The currents entering at 

the mouth of the duct are supplied to the program together with the 

flux and current at the walls of the duct due to radiation entering 

here for the first time. The walls are divided into elementary areas 
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for the purposes of the calculation and kernels are calculated 

between these, relating the current emergent from one area to 

that incident on another. The incident and emergent currents at 

a point on a wall are related by the current albedo described in 

Appendix 1. 

A neat geometry specification is used by the program in which 

each leg of the system is represented by its symmetric length 

(defined as that length over which the leg is symmetrical), its 

width and its angle with the previous leg. In some ways this may 

appear restrictive, for instance, one might require to model a 

negative symmetric length which would not be possible, but the ease 

of specifying the geometry was seen to outweigh the restrictions' 

involved. The elementary areas were then defined by specifying the 

number of areas on the symmetric portion of the leg (the co—ordinates 

of these relative to the beginning of the symmetric portion being 

supplied later) and a number at the two corners. 

The current incident, J
0 1 

E
0 0

)7  at a point r within the 7 

energy range E0  to Eo  dE0  and direction Gino  about no  is related 

to the current emergent, J 	, Eo, C20), at r by the surface integral: 

JO 	, 	) 
 o —o J (Et, Eo! ). 	ds 	(Miller and

o, 
 

I r 	r'l 2 
	Packwood (29)) 

where the integration is to be performed over the entire wall surface 

s visible from r. 

The reflected component of the current emergent at r may be 
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expressed in terms of the current incident at r and the differential 

current albedo f3(r, E0  E, SZ o  l) which describes the probability 

of relection of a photon at r into the energy range E to E dE and 

direction dO about for radiation incident at r with energy Eo and 

direction . —o 

CO 

J (r, E, 	) 	 (r, 	r20-).S2 ). Jo  (E, E0  SZ o  )dE0  d S20  
E 2Tr 

It will be noted that this albedo treatment assumes that the point of 

incidence is coincident with the point of reflection. 

A further component of the current emergent at r, due to the 

radiation entering at r for the first time, is the !initial leakage 

current'. 

If at the point r the bulk medium flux and net current (calculated 

as though the void were .absent) are given by AE, r) and Jn  (E, r) 

respectively then the initial leakage current Ji 	r) may be shown 

to be given by: 

Ji  (E, r) = 4  (E, E) - 	E 0 (E01 r) 3(Ec,'-' E,  r) 

E 
0 

Jn r) 2  (E, 	2 
J
n 
 (Eo  r) 	o + E, r) 

0 

On representing the energy by a discrete energy group scheme one may 
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obtain an expression for the current emergent at area k in group g: 

g 

jk (g)  =
o  (g'  g)  Jj ) 	Jik (g).  

g = 1 	j F 1 

whereK_is the kernel describing the current' incident, at areas k 

for uniform unit current emergent at area j. The inner summation 

is performed over all wall areas t although many of the kernels 

will, for a practical case, be zero. 

The arbedo
o 
(g 	g), described in Appendix 1, contains no 

angular dependence terms since these are conveniently contained in 

the kernel. 

It is this last equation that MULTISORD wolves,, taking an 

initial guess at the emergent current and performing an iterative 

cycle to determine converged emergent currents for all areas. This 

initial guess is taken as 1- 0k  (g) where 0k  (g) is the bulk medium 4  

flux at area k in group g. For the adapted version of the program 

however, the starting guess was taken as the initial leakage current. 

Although this might be expected to require more iterations to con-

verge this was subsequently found not to be the case in practice as 

a result of the size of the gamma albedo. 

After iteration, the converged emergent currents are used, with 

kernels from wall areas to points on the centre line, to calculate 

fluxes at these points down the duct. These fluxes may then be used 

to calculate a dose rate. 
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Using a dose conversion factor DX (g), for the dose due to 

unit flux in group g, the dose D CO at point 2.  wruld be given by 

where F. is the flux kernel. describing the flux at point 2 resulting 

from a uniform unit current emergent at area j. The outer summation 

is performed over all energy groups G. 

Penetration of the corners of the duct is treated in a simple 

fashion by defining a path length thro.igh the corner below which the 

corner is transparent and above which the corner is opaque. 

Following its conversion to run on CDC machines, test cases 

were run to correlate results with those from the IBM machines. These 

being immediately satisfactory, the adaptation to incorporate inter-

active and graphical facilities commenced. The initial, and perhaps 

most obvious adaptations were to be in the input/output functions of 

the program. These were separated and use of a Calcomp drum plotter 

was made in forming ideas about the presentation of results from the 

batch program. The limitations of the batch processing environment 

were felt most strongly at this stage since for much information to 

be gained from the plotter a great number of different plots were 

required, each showing the same geometry but with different data 

superimposed, the choice of plot being required prior to execution. 

For data input, a routine was written to enable the operator to 

specify and alter the geometry of the duct whilst at the graphics 
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console. Although many ideas about arrangement and layout of data 

were formed, this process 414*-o--was found to be very tedious and 

time wasting as well as being prone to errors on the operator's 

part and it was decided to follow as closely as possible the 

standard data input for the batch program. Cards read in would 

specify the geometry which would be presented to the operator for 

verification and amendment. This was then coupled with the cal-

culation stages and a screen version of the plotter output routines. 

Further refinements were to enable the operator to check and change 

non—geometrical data, to route or re—route the program through 

various stages of the calculation and to analyse the displayed 

results whilst the program was still in execution. 

Before discussing the way in which the program was developed 

for use in this work some of the limitations of the basic MULTISORD 

program should be mentioned. One of these limitations, which did 

not restrict the program's usefulness in this work, is that the duct 

to be analysed must be co—planar and have rectangular cross—section. 

A limitation on the permissible geometry is involved in the kernel 

calculation. These are calculated from an area to areas or dose points 

in the same leg and to those which it can 'see' in the adjacent two 

legs in each direction although for an effective, practical streaming 

situation this would normally present no problem. The symmetric length 

limitation has already been briefly mentioned. This restricts the use 

of the program to those ducts in which a plane may be drawn normal to 

the centre line of each leg so as to intersect both side walls of the 

leg in question. The effect of this restriction in the present study 

will be shown in chapter 5.2. 
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3 	THE PROGRAM ADAPTATION TO AN ENCLOSED CELL 

In Chapter 2 it was stated that the initial leakage current 

(defined by the flux and current at the wall due to radiation 

entering the duct for the first time) was required as a starting 

point for the MULTISORD program. Since the designer was to be free 

to change the geometry of his duct, different initial leakage 

currents would be required after each change. Although it would 

have been possible to calculate a 'mesh' of these fluxes, to be 

interpolated, the time and storage requirements would have represented 

I 	a very large part of the total resource requirements of the overall 

program. For this reason, as well as the fact that an alternative 

problem existed, it was decided to consider initially the system with 

an enclosed radiation source and to restrict this source to gamma 

radiation since this is the most commonly encountered source in this 

situation. The calculation of incident current to the cell walls 

would then be relatively fast and straightforward and experience with 

this system would be expected to help in the treatment of other con-

figurations. 

The incident current may be calculated from simple inverse square 

formula (Rockwell (34)) together with a term to describe the source 

geometry and a cosine term to convert the flux to a normally incident 

current. 

Following this establishment of the incident current, two possible 

approaches were considered to the interface to the MULTISORD calculation. 

The first approach was to use the Chilton—Huddleston formula (Appendix 2) 

directly to scattering at the walls of the cell, these having previously 
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been divided into elementary areas. A kernel was established between 

each area in addition to the angles of incidence and emergence. The 

requirement was then to apply the Chilton—Huddlestton formula to each 

scatter in turn, at each area from each area to every other area. 

After several iterations around the walls of the cell the emergent 

currents converged and the incident current for one of the areas 

passed to the main program as a mouth current. There were several 

disadvantages inherent in this approach. The calculation of the 

albedo had to be performed n x (n-1)
2 
 times for each iteration (where 

n is the total number of wall areas in the cell). The geometry 

specification was untidy even for a square cell and this specification 

required a totally enclosed cell leading to scattering calculations 

being performed on the area that was to become the mouth of the laby-

rinth. The interface permitted no angular distribution of the mouth 

current to the labyrinth which could be important in this type of cal-

PI,IlatiPn. Although these difficulties were riot insuperable the approach 

was not persued further and an attempt was made to work within the 

standard MULTISORD data structure. 

An alternative approach involving the expansion of a MULTISORD leg 

into a room was considered. The first three legs formed the room, a 

wide leg 2 providing the bulk of the room with leg 1, a dummy leg, 

sealing off one end and leg 3 forming the opposite wall and first leg 

of the entranceway. In figure (8) leg 2 is vertical in the centre of 

the figure, leg3 is horizontal at the foot of the figure whilst, on 

the scale of the figure, only one wall of leg 1 is discernible at the 

top of the figure. The dose at this end of the cell is actually on 
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the centreline of leg 1. Semi—infinite and infinite line, and 

point sources were given co—ordinates relative to the dummy leg and 

centred on the mid—height of the cell. Kernels were calculated from 

the source to wall areas both in the cell and in the parts of the 

first two legs of the entranceway which the source could 'see'. Using 

an appropriate MULTISORD albedo scheme for example Table 1) an 

emergent current was calculated for these areas and passed to the main. 

program as an initial leakage current. 

Prior to the calculation of the incident currents from the source, 

tests were made as in the main program, to determine whether or not the 

source could tseet the area concerned. An initial simplification was 

made here that the first leg of the entranceway should be at right 

angles with the cell walls, itself right angled. This was the case 

with every example encountered during this study although it would be 

possible to remove this restriction if the need arose. 

Corner penetration was considered in the same way as in the main 

program except that a facility was introduced for defining a different 

penetration length for this step. This was thought to be necessary 

since the average energy from the source would often be very different 

from that at other places in the system. Whilst it would have been 

better to include a different corner penetration length for each energy 

group this would have prevented the separate calculation of kernels 

which were independent of the energy. A further restriction was imposed 

that the source would only be allowed to 'see' areas or points in the 

first two legs of the entranceway, that is to say legs 1 to 4 of the 

system. 



i) Six Energy Groups Scheme 
Mid-Band Energy 
(MeV) 

Current Albedo 00  
. 

Emergent 

Incident  

1•25 0-8 0'5 0.4 0.3 0.2 

1.25 	' 0'002 0'0132 0-023 0.0276 0'0809 0.1047 
0.8 - 0.0033 0.0188 0'0243 0-0675 0.1612 
0'5 - - 0.0021 0.0158 0'0472 0'2255 
0'4 - - - 0.004 6.0368 0.2428 
0'3 - - - - 0.0101 0.2505 
0.2 - - - - 0.1924 

ii) Two Energy Groups Scheme 
Mid-Band Energy Current Albedo 0, 

Emergent 

Incident 
1'25 0'25 

1'25 0.0079 0'2922 
0'25 - 0-1853 
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Table 2, Gamma Ray Current Albedos used in  
Multisord with Radium Source  

Mid-Band Energy 
. (MeV) 

Current Albedo }30 

Emergent 
Incident 

2'3 1'9 1.45 1.0 0.6 0'2 

2.3 0-0002 0°0025 0.004 0.009 0.042 0.2418 
1°9 0°0007 0.0041 0.0105 0.0392 0.2471 
1'45 0°0013 0-0089. 0.0376 0.2518 
1.0  0.0026 0.04'; 0'2807 
0.6 0.0144 0.3141 
0-2 0.1927 

• 



Table3 . Current Albedos used in MULTISORD for the Irradiated Fuel Dismantling Cell  

Mid-Band Energy 
(MeV) 

Current Albedo po  

Emergent 3.5 

Incident  

2.4 2'0 1-58 1.13 0.45 

3.5 0.0002 0.0027 0'001 0.0041 0.0101 0.1585 	' 

2.4 - - 0.0018 0.0035 0.0117 0'1495 

2.0 - - 0-0002 0°0035 0.0112 0.1525 

1.58 - - - 0.0011 0°0099 0.15-53 

1.13 - - - - 0.0051 0.1551 

0.45 - - - - - 0'1327 
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After the calculation of the distance D(i,j,k) from the source 

to the mid point of an area k on side j of leg i and the cosine of 

the angle of incidence C(i,j,k), the kernel K(i,j,k) was calculated 

as: 

K(i,j,k) C(i,j,k) 
D(i,j,k)

2 

where H depends on the source type and would be-1  for a point source. 
411-  

Multiplication by the source strength and the albedo, including 

incident angular dependence would yield a normal emergent current 

J(g,i,j,k) in energy group g. 

J(g,i,j,k) 	K(i,j:k) , A . C(i,j,k)-n  g) • s (8-  ) 0 0 

where S 
o 
 (g 
o
) is the source strength and A and n have the significance 

attached in Appendix 1. 

A flux kernel to the dose points on the centre line of the first 

two legs of the entranceway was similarly established for use in cal-

culating the component of the flux at these points at a later stage 

in the:program. 

Throughout the graphical part of this work a 2-dimensional 

version of the program was used. There were several reasons for this: 

(i) this was the only version available at the commencement 

of the project, 

(ii) 3-dimensions could not be represented on the screen, 
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(iii) there were geometrical restrictions in the 3—dimensional 

version, 

(iv) since the object was not a final design the additional 

accuracy would not justify the extra time and core 

storage required. 

The use of a gamma source necessitated the generation of a suit-

abletable of albedos which was performed in the manner described in 

Appendix 2. Since the program, or indeed the kernel albedo method, 

had not been validated for the case of an enclosed gamma source it 

was felt that some comparison should be made with experiment although 

the experimental evidence available was not directly suitable (Fraser 

and Gayton, (6); Zolotukin (4)). 
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4 	INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS  

The concept of interactive computing has existed as long as 

computers. During the heyday of the analog computer, the operator 

was able to observe the continuous solution of his problem on 

oscilloscopes, meters or other output devices and change parameters 

accordingly during the solution. The early digital computers 

required a certain amount of 'tuning' to obtain the correct result 

and second generation computers were fitted with switches which the 

operator, having monitored the results coulduse to direct the flow 

of the program whilst in execution. In the present day the term is 

usually applied to a program controlled by a video display, teletype 

or graphics terminal, remote from the machine, which is capable of 

displaying results, requesting more information or directing program 

flow during the execution of the program, generally in a time sharing 

environment. 

An interactive graphics terminal is capable of displaying both 

alphanumeric and geometrical information on a cathode ray tube screen 

in addition to having various input devices. These input devices may 

include a teletype, alphanumeric keyboard, function keyboard, light 

pen, 'joystick' or 'mouse' with cross—wires. Of course, not every 

terminal would have all of these, a simple arrangement might have no 

more than a teletype with a 'mouse' whilst a sophisticated arrangement 

might have teletype, light pen and function keyboard. 

The computer graphics equipment used during this project con-

sisted of a CDC 274 graphics terminal driven by a CDC 1700 computer 

which was attached by a high speed communications line to a host 
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CDC 6600 computer. The CDC 274 terminal was equiped with a 

function keyboard, alphanumeric keyboard and light pen. The 

applications programs were written, in FORTRAN, for the 6600 

which issued commands to the 1700 to drive the 274 terminal. 

Items displayed on this terminal could be defined as various 

display items such as 'light buttons'. The programmer had con-

trol over whether a particular displayed item was sensitive to 

the light pen or not and also the action to be taken on the 

'picking' of that item by the light pen. A light button, which 

could be either a geometrical construction, such as lines or arcs, 

or a list of words, was defined as indicating a new program path 

to the computer, the machine normally being instructed to wait for 

the light pen pick of a light button. 

The light pen was a means of providing an interrupt to the 

computer, forcing the current coordinates of the CRT 'refresh' beam 

to be supplied to the graphics controller. This, in turn, would 

recognise the display item which had been picked. The pen itself 

was connected by a fibre optic cable to a photocell operated by a 

switch in the pen holder. Depression of the switch allowed the 

action of the photocell to communicate with the graphics controller, 

supplying the current coordinates of the beam as it passed the light 

pen and queuing the identification bytes for the picked display item 

for use by the host computer. 

In order to enter alphanumeric information to the graphic pro-

gram the alphanumeric keyboard was used. This required the defini-

tion on the screen of a 'light register' consisting of a series of 
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underscores into which characters, concluded by an end of message 

character, could be typed. 

Depression of a key on the function keyboard, which could be 

defined similarly to a display item, resulted in the sending of 

information about the current status of the keyboard to the host 

computer. In this way multiple program paths could be predetermined 

for a particular calculation which could then proceed uninterrupted. 

When assessing the suitability of a particular problem for 

solution by interactive graphics several important points must be 

considered. Firstly, only a small quantity of data could be entered 

at execution time since this is a very slow process either by key-

board or light pen. This meant that either as much information as 

possible should be given to the computer prior to execution of the 

job or the computer should be able to calculate any information it 

needs. Secondly, the geometry of the problem should be more complex 

than could be easily represented on a line printer page or video 

display unit (vdu) screen with their restriction to lines of alpha-

numeric characters. Thirdly, if a long program is envisaged then 

it should be easily segmentable. Coupled with this last consideration 

is the preference to keep the core storage requirements of an inter-

active program small. Since the program and data were, under the 

system used, often resident in core whilst idle economy of storage 

assumes paramount importance. The remaining consideration was that 

of overall running time. The designers time will be wasted and his 

train of thought diverted if there are long breaks between inter-

actions. For this reason, a fast method is preferable to slow, even 

if more accurate, one. 
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It was envisaged that there would be many factors, both 

geometrical and physical, involved in the solution of a particular 

design problem. Interactive graphics would givb the designer a 

good 'feel' for these, so shortening the overall turnaround and 

machine time required on a problem. It was hoped that the better 

appreciation which the designer would obtain from the visual pre-

sentation of the design .and his ability to act on results presented 

to him, in geometrical rather than tabular form, would lead to a 

better understanding of the design weaknesses and the ways of pre-

venting or correcting them. 

4.1 THE COMPUTER GRAPHICS ENVIRONMENT 

The computing machinery used for the majority of this work 

was based on a CDC 6600 computer with 128K x 60 bit words of core 

storage at the University of London Computer Centre. This was 

connected by a 48K baud line to a CDC 1700 computer with 32K x 18 

bit words core storage at Imperial College. This 1700 was used to 

drive a CDC 274 'Digigraphics' console which was used for the 

interactive graphics work. This console had a 52 degree cathode 

ray tube presenting a 500 mm diameter nearly flat circular screen. 

This screen, from which the operator was protected by a perspex 

implosion shield, was coated with a two—layer P-7 phosphor. To 

enable light pen tracking a short persistence phosphor was used, 

giving a blue violet light, whilst a longer persistence phosphor/ 

giving a yellow green light, was used to eliminate flicker. The 

associated circuitry enabled the entire visible screen to be used 

and to give a resolution of 2 lines/mm. 	At all times during the 

work care was taken to avoid a buildup of superimposed display items, 
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such as might be caused by programming errors or hardware 

difficulties, which might lead to phosphor damage. 

The applications programs were stored on m etic tape in 

CDC 'UPDATE' format. This stores card images in a compressed 

binary format suitable for editing. A system program extracts 

the required program decks from the tapes, edits them and writes 

the_card images on a file ready for compilation. This compilation 

was performed using the 'FUN' compiler. After link editing the 

object code produced by this compilation to satisy references to 

graphical subroutines and system routines such as 'FORTRAN' library 

and input/output routines, a sequential file of overlays was created 

and loaded into core to produce an absolute binary file. In the 

batch mode of processing it would be this file that would be read 

into core storage and executed but, in order to satisfy certain 

basis needs of interactive graphics, a few more steps remained before 

the graphics job was ready. 

The first of these additional steps enables the rapid access 

of overlays when these are stored on disc. In order to obtain a 

quick response to a call for new task overlays these were placed in 

a random access format on disc. An index containing the addresses 

of these overlays was created so that a call for a task to be loaded 

involved only one disc access to locate that task rather than search- 

ing sequentially through the file. 

In order that the interactive graphics program should not compete 

with any other programs for central memory control a control point was 
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reserved purely for graphics usage. If batch jobs were permitted 

to use the same control point as graphics jobs the graphics operator 

might experience long delays in response when his job had been 

replaced (trolled out') at a control point. In the same way a 

graphics job would be processed at a normal batch control point up 

to the time when it actually requires graphics facilities. 

At this stage the job would be 'rolled out' of the batch control 

point and trolled int. at the graphics control point. When the first 

graphics task overlay has been 'read into' the graphics control point 

the graphics session is ready to begin. 

During execution the graphics program is resident at and executed 

entirely by the CDC 6600. The CDC 1700 is used for submitting both 

graphics and batch jobs to the 6600, for receiving output streams 

such as print and plot files and for other communications tasks with 

the host machine. Data buffers are received from the 6600 and are 

reformatted into a display orientated data base for use by the 1744 

graphics controller. The 1700 also contains the queue handler for 

processing light pen picks, keyboard entries and tracking cross 

positions. The queue handler determines the action to be taken for 

a particular pick and, on request from the 6600, sends the identi-

fication blocks for these picks to the host computer for processing. 

In this way the operator may occasionally get ahead of the applic-

ation program and, when possible, reduce his total console time. 

The graphics processing for the application program consists of 

a number of calls to graphics function subroutines. Various 
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parameters are passed to and from these subroutines to indicate 

the nature and type of display items, the status of the display 

tube beam and so on. These parameters, used id the description 

of the more important routines, are described in Appendix 5. 

At the beginning of a job the following call is made: 

CALL GICNJB (NOON) 

which initializes the graphics console (NOON), erasing anything 

which may remain on it and preparing it for the present program. 

In order to instruct the 1700 in the manner in which to 

handle light pen picks a call: 

CALL GIMASK (NCON,IDDTG;IDDTSI IMASK) 

is made. This clears the mask defined by IMASK for the display 

type IDDTC and sets this mask for display type IDDTS. When a sub-

sequent light pen pick is made the display type of the picked item 

(contained in its identification block) is compared with the masks 

set at the time of the pick and the appropriate action taken. In 

this way display items may be defined as light buttons, single picks 

or string picks or, alternatively, items to be ignored by the queue 

handler and their definitions changed during the execution of the 

program. The queue handler would, after identifying the type of a 

light pen pick, enter the identification block of that pick in the 

queue. Only the most recent single pick is queued whilst all 

string picks and button picks would be entered. A request for the 

6600 for a button pick would result in the sending of all picks 

queued up to the next button pick in the queue or, if no button 
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pick had been made, a program wait. In this way single and string 

picks would be stored together with the tracking cross coordinates 

and light register contents until a button pick was made. 

A request for a button pick was made with a call: 

CALL GIBUT (IR,NCONIIDDT,IDDC,IDWA,IDNB,IM,IV) 

which sends the request for the identification parameters IDDT 

through IV to the 1700. The parameter IR determines whether or not 

the program waits for a pick if the queue does not hold one. 

Two routines were available to control the light register. 

These were called: 

CALL GLANS (NCON,NC I IH,IV) 

and 

CALL GIANE (NCON,NC,IBUF). 

The first of these produces a light register NC characters 

long at screen coordinates(IH,IV). The second of these returns 

the contents of the light register in a buffer IBUF together with the 

number of characters entered into it from the keyboard — NC. 

To initiate a display item a call to GURSET is made: 

CALL GURSEI (IH,IV,ICODEI IBUF,NBYTE,MBYTE) 

This enters a bit sequence to reset the display tube beam at 

with status ICODE (see Appendix 5) in the display item 

description buffer. Display item information may then be entered 

into this buffer by other routines such as GUAN, for alphanumeric 

information, and GUSEGS, for a line. These calls would be made as: 

CALL GUAN (IBCD,NC,IBUF,NBITEI MBYTE) 

CALL GUSEGS (IH1,IV1,1112,IV2,IBEAM,ISTYLE,IBUF,1BYTE,MBYTE). 
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The first of these transfers NC display characters in IBCD 

to the buffer whilst in the second the parameters to describe a 

line from (IH1 I IV1) to (IH2l IV2) with the beam switched according 

to IBEAM and styled according to ISTYLE would be placed in the 

buffer. 

The contents of the display description buffer would be sent 

to "the1700 by a call to GIDISP: 

CALL GIDISP (UCON,1BUF,NBYTE,IDDAD,IDDT,IDDCI IDWA,IDWB) 

NBYTE bytes of information in IBUF would be transferred for display 

on NCON and given an identification block with the parameters IDDAD 

through IDWB. 

A display item may be removed from the screen by a call: 

CALL GIERAS (IDDAD) 

where the IDDAD was that specified in the call to GIDISP when the 

item was displayed. 

The tracking cross was controlled using routines GITCON and 

GITCOF, the former displaying the cross at the required coordinates 

(which may, if required, be off the screen) and the latter supply- 

ing the coordinates of the cross at the last light pen pick but not 

erasing it. 

The Application Executive of the interactive graphics system 

contained many routines for the routing of the program path through 

the various overlays and for supplying information about the previous 

interactions. The most important of these: 

CALL AETSKC (NAME) 

was used to call the next task to be performed as specified by NAME 

from the random access overlay file. 
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Using these and, less frequently, other routines the various 

items of the display could be controlled and manipulated by calls 

from the program resident at the 6600. Menus of light buttons 

could be created or destroyed as required. This mode of operation 

compares very favourably with the operation of a storage tube dis- 

play for which light buttons are not possible nor is the rapid 

replacement of information whether tabular or geometrical. 

Although the additional interactive graphics facilities used 

in this work probably cost of the order of £55,000 in 1969, a 

moderate refresh display together with a small computer would carry 

out the basic tales at a cost of about £10,000. A storage display, 

on the other hand, with its associated longer drawing times (of up 

to several minutes) could be bought for £2,000 — £3,000 although the 

work described could not have been performed on this sort of terminal. 

4.2  THE OPERATION OF THE INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS PROGRAM 

During the implementation of the program MULTISORD on the inter- 

active graphics system an attempt was made to keep the flow of the 

program (Fig 1) and data supplied to the program as near as possible 

to the original. The data for the program is initially supplied on 

punched cards and the majority of the data is identical with that 

for the batch program. The major difference is the absence of initial 

leakage current information for the interactive version, these being 

calculated for the enclosed cell by the kernel albedo method from 

the radiation source. Additional data required by the adapted version 

included the source spectrum, geometry and position together with the 

vertical and horizontal scales. Several sets of data could be supplied 
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at one time, the selection of further sets being an option at 

a-late stage in the program. 

The operator was first given the opportunity to check and, 

if necessary, to change some of the data which he has just read in. 

The constants which may be changed at.this point are: the number of 

legs in the system, the mouth currents (which will generally be zero 

for a configuration of cell and labyrinth), the albedo set, the 

angular dependence parameters, the height of the system, the corner 

penetration factor the iteration convergence factor, the bulk medium 

parameters, the wall area definition, and the dose conversion 

factors. When entering data the operator was normally required to 

check for himself that he was within the bounds of the program 

storage. A check would be made, however, on the number of wall areas 

asked for when changing the definition of these although this could 

be overridden when necessary. 

When he is ready, the operator instructs the program to enter the 

next stage of the program, which is a display of the geometry, by 

picking a 'PROCEED' button. 

The screen was divided into three regions for operational purposes 

when displaying alphanumeric and graphical data. A working surface 

was set up in a horizontal rectangle in the centre of the screen, in-

formation would generally be displayed above this with a control sur-

face for the siting of light buttons beneath. These areas, which were 

purely arbitrary and in ino way depended on hardware, can be seen in 

Fig (9) although no light buttons are shown on the plots since they 

would generally convey no useful information on these. 
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The cell or slot would be displayed on the working surface with 

its dimensions above. The boundaries of the elementary areas were 

denoted by asterisks and the position of the source by the tracking 

cross. When displaying, the cell was defined as either right hand 

or left hand. depending on the angle which the first leg of the 

entranceway makes with.the cell walls. This convention simplified 

the line of sight calculations from the source and can be seen by 

comparison of Figs (15) and (19). The display of the system was 

'frame scissored'; that is, any part of the geometry which fell 

outside the rectangular frame was not displayed. This not only 

provided a neater display but avoided certain software errors 

following errors in the entry of geometrical data. Also it allowed 

the enlargement, of the geometry without obliterating alphanumeric 

information outside the working surface. A simple check was made 

to ensure that the source was correctly located within the boundaries 

of the cell to avoid fatal results when calculating the kernels from 

an incorrectly positioned source. A half inch grid was available for 

superimposition on the working surface to facilitate the repositioning 

of the source using the tracking cross or the realignment of the 

geometry. This grid may be seen in Figs (28) and (29) although on 

the screen it appeared as a faint broken line. 

A line of text could be added as a header below the title at 

the top of the screen and also on the printed output. This could be 

used as an additional title, as in Fig (28), as a prompt, as in 

Fig (19), or simply as notes for future reference as in Fig (23), 
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The scales of both the horizontal and vertical axes could be 

changed independently at this point to use as much as possible of 

the available screen area. The geometry of the system could be 

changed by selecting a particular leg and requesting a change in 

its symmetric length, width, angle or area definition, the new 

values being entered via the keyboard and light register. This 

scheme was adopted in preference to a scheme involving the re-

positioning of a leg with the tracking cross since it retained the 

original data structure for the geometrical definition. 

When he is satisfied with the geometry of the system, the 

operator would pick a 'CALCULATE' button to proceed with the cal-

culation. In the cell option of the program the kernels from the 

source to elementary wall areas were then calculated and displayed 

on the screen. This display of the kernels enabled the operator, 

knowing the source spectrum, to gain an overall impression of the 

flux levels likely to be encountered later in the program as well 

as checking that the 'shadow' of the source in the entranceway was 

acceptable. He could, if he wished, return to the previous stage 

to change the geometry of the system or, alternatively, proceed 

- with the program which next entered a routine for calculating the 

kernels from the source to dose points on the centre line. This 

same routine could have been entered in a different program path 

later in the program. For this reason, and since, in an overlaid 

program, no return addresses may be stored, software 'flags' were 

kept to record the past and future program path at points such as 
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this in the program. This procedure enabled paths through the 

program, such as through this routine, to 'cross'. 

Following the path in Fig (1), the routiries for the cal-

culation of the inter—area current kernels, the iteration of 

these wall currents and the calculation of the wall area to dose 

point flux kernels were virtually identical with those from the 

mother program. Additions were made, however, to enable the 

operator to control the items to be listed on the line printer 

during the execution of the program and also to set and test the 

'flags' referred to above. Although the control of the print—out 

rested principally with the operator some items, such as source 

to dose—point kernels and converged emergent currents, were always 

listed. After calculating the doses at points on the centre line 

at the junctions of the legs of the system these were displayed at 

the appropriate points on the screen. During the first pass through 

the program the dose points were located at the leg junctions (as in 

Fig (15)) to enable the operator to gain,  a quick overall picture of 

the dose pattern before proceeding with more detailed analysis. 

After being presented with the dose's on the centre line the 

operator had, as indicated in Fig (1), several choices open to him. 

He could proceed with the next problem, request more information 

regarding a specific dose—point, terminate the session, rerun the 

same problem amending either the physical parameters or the geometry 

(or both), obtain a hard copy plot of the screen before him, request 

doses at more dose points or look at transmission through a wall 

between the source and the entranceway. 

L14 
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A request for more information would result in the operator 

being asked to identify the point required by picking with the 

light pen. A breakdown by energy groups of the flux and dose at 

this point would then be presented on the lower part of the screen 

as in Fig (15), He would also.be asked if he required more in-

formation about the origins of the dose. He.could request the 

kernels from wall areas to the point in question, the currents 

emergent at these areas or a form of product of these to be dis-

played at the appropriate area. These values, which can be seen 

Fig (15), have been altered from the conventional format to 

save space, the figure after the sign representing the appropriate 

power of ten. In the last two cases he would also be asked to 

identify an energy group to the computer. The current kernel 

product displayed would not be a true product.but would be divided 

by the width of the area to give a more realistic number when com-

paring contributions to a dose from differently sized areas. This 

value (Fig (15)) may be regarded as a component density from the 

area to the dose point since the system would be of uniform height. 

Either before or after requesting this spatial information the 

operator could return to the previous display of centre line doses 

or obtain a hard copy plot of the energy components with or without 

the spatial components. 

A request to rerun the same problem, after asking the operator 

if he wishes to change geometry or the physical parameters (or both), 

would return the program, with the doses still displayed in the case 



of a geometry change, to the appropriate earlier stage. Depending 

on the nature of the changes made, flags would be set to route the 

program through the appropriate path, recalculating those variables 

which would be affected by the change. As an example of this, if 

a change were made to the geometry of leg 5 then a flag would be 

set to recalculate kernels for legs 3 to 7. 

A hard copy routine; which could be entered directly or via 

the 'MORE INFORMATION' routine, was written by Messrs. Beckwith 

and Marshall for Imperial College Computer Centre to prepare a file 

containing the parameters describing the items displayed on the 

screen. This file could later be pfocessed to prepare a magnetic 

tape for transfer to a Kingmatic drafting machine or microfilm 

plotter. The plots for this report were all prepared in this way 

on microfilm by either requesting a plot of the complete screen or 

just of those items displayed since the last request for hard copy. 

If the operator required doses at points other than those 

presented he could pick 'ADDITIONAL DOSE POINTS' which would result 

in a request for a particular leg to be identified to the machine. 

He would do this by picking the number of the leg displayed in the 

data at the top of the screen. Doses would then be calculated at 

points equidistant along the centre line in that leg and displayed 

on the screen. In the case of space being insufficient, say in a 

leg displayed horizontally on the screen, for the doses to be dis-

played without overlapping then the display of these doses would be 

staggered off the centre line as shown in Fig (19). The actual 
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point at which the dose has been calculated would be at the lower 

left hand corner of the 'E'  in the display unless these have been 

staggered in which case it would be at the veritical projection to 

the centre line from this point. 

On requesting a check on wall transmitted fluxes the operator 

would be asked to identify a wall by picking a wall and an asterisk 

in that wall. This would define, uniquely, the leg of the system 

concerned and either the right or left hand wall of that leg. The 

operator would then be asked to place the tracking cross at a suit-

able position on this wall, at which the flux will be assumed to 

emerge into the entranceway. Having identified this point to the 

computer he would then be asked to define a point on the source 

side of the wall at which point the flux would be regarded as 

entering the wall. Having defined this point, again with the 

tracking cross, a line of sight calculation, including build—up 

factors according to the Berger formula Ref (10), would be performed 

and the emergent fluxes in each group together with their dose 

equivalents would be displayed. The operator could then reject these 

as insignificant or opt to include them in his calculation. If he 

decided to do this he would be asked to identify the wall areas in 

which he wished this flux to be included, the program numbering the 

areas on the display and the operator picking the corresponding 

numbers provided on the control surface. The fluxes, which could be 

considered monodirectional, would then be added to the initial leak-

age current and the current iteration routine re—entered. Since the 

flux kernels were not affected.iflagst were used to skip the routine 
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for the calculation of these and the amended doses would be dis-

played. If the transmitted flux were expected to vary along the 

wall several passes through this procedure might be required to 

give a reasonable assessment of the influence of wall transmission 

on the doses. 

After requesting the next problem the data would be read into 

core from the input file (where it has been kept on disc), the 

screen and the problem flags would be reinitialized and the initial 

display to check or change parameters would be presented to the 

operator. 

If he wished to terminate the present graphics session the 

operator could pick a 'TERMINATE' button which would have the effect 

of blanking the screen, closing the hard copy file if he had omitted 

to do so, releasing the console and passing the output file for 

printing. 
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5 	THE INVESTIGATION OF A TYPICAL CELL AND E}ITRANCEWAY 

5.1 Experimental Measurements  

In an attempt to produce data with which to compare the pre-

dictions of the adapted MDITISORD, experiments were carried out to 

measure the dose rate in the entranceway of the Cobalt Irradiation 

Facility in the Department of Chemical Engineering and Chemical 

Technology at Imperial College. This facility consisted of a cell, 

into which a large Cobalt-60 source could be introduced, and an 

entranceway which was sealed by a sliding lead door (Fig (2)). 

The 12 Cobalt sources, normally stored in a coffin above the 

cell, could be lowered, in pairs, down six guide tubes on an adjust-

able circular pitch. It was possible to operate from one to six of 

the tubes independently and the arrangement of the sources within a 

guide tube can be seen in Fig (3). 

A consideration of available techniques for the measurement of 

radiation intensity showed that it would have to be decided whether 

flux or dose was to be measured. Whilst flux measurements would have 

been preferred in a full study of the cell it was not thought that the 

complexity of the detectors and the associated equipment that would be 

required for this would be justified in view of the purpose of the 

measurements. The measurement of dose would be much simpler as health 

physics devices were available to give a quick and reliable indication 

of dose levels. The immediate choice of dosimeter was between film 

badges and thermoluminescent dosimeters (Tilts). Whilst film badges 

would have given more information with greater accuracy they are 

relatively expensive and thermoluminescent dosimeters were ,chosen since 
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these were reusable. A large number of the dosimeters was made 

available by the Department of Nuclear Technology at the Royal Naval 

College, Greenwich together with the associated counting equipment. 

The mechanism of thermoluminescenceinLithium Fluoride and its use 

in dosimetry has been reported by Yorke (42). 

The thermoluminescent material was available in three forms: a 

powder, to be weighed into small plastic 'poly—pots', micro—rods and 

discs. The powder was not used since the other forms were very much 

easier to handle. The micro—rods (about 3 mm long, 1 mm DIA) and 

discs (5mm DIA, 1 mm thick) were composed of Lithium Fluoride powder 

(LiF-7) bound into an intimate mixture with Teflon. To prepare the 

devices for use they were annealed to remove any residual thermo-

luminescence. The anneal cycle used initially was predetermined by 

the reading equipment (Teledyne) which took the device through a 

heating cycle whilst in an atmosphere of Nitrogen. The heating was 

accomplished by placing the device in a special holder, incorporating 

a heating element, using tweezers or a special tool. On inserting 

this into the equipment the heating cycle commenced, reading the light 

output over a particular portion of the cycle and then, raising the 

temperature still further, annealed the device, followed by a controlled 

cooling period. At a later stage the devices were annealed using 

separate ovens which enabled a much more thorough and uniform cycle 

since it was important to ensure that each device in a batch underwent 

exactly the same cycle. The devices were heated to 300°C for 3 hours 

and then to 80°C for 24 hours after which they were allowed to cool 

slowly. Some of the devices were not irradiated but kept to record 
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the 'background' count — a measure not only of the background 

radiation but also of the random light emission of the devices. 

Since this was a characteristic of a particular batch of devices 

care was taken to keep these batches well separated and to use 

devices from only one batch at one time. 

When in use, the 'devices were placed in small polythene bags 

these being convenient and enabling the devices themselves to be 

seen, allowing greater positional accuracy. They were calibrated 

by placing a group of dosimeters at the mid,-height of the cell on an 

iron wire bracket attached to a wooden stand which was positioned 

(see Fig '2)) at 1.5 m from the source and ,1 m from the nearest wall. 

Tests with the graphics version of MULTISORD (with the internal source) 

showed, that, in this position the contribution to the dose from wall 

scattered radiation was of the order of 310, or less than the expected 

accuracy of the devices themselves. A single source pair was then 

brought into the cell for the irradiation of the dosimeters, the dose 

received by them being related to the exposure time. A lower limit 

was imposed on this exposure time by the transit time of the source 

from the exposed to the shielded position and vice versa. Although 

this was allowed for in the calculation of the received dose (see 

Appendix 3) it was thought prudent to restrict the exposure time so 

that the transit time formed a small portion of the total exposure 

time. 

The strength of the source had been recorded at installation 

time, and the knowledge of this together with experiments performed 

subsequently to determine the absolute strength of the source 
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(Lindstrom, (35)) enabled the dose received by these dosimeters to 

be determined and plotted against the count recorded by the reading 

equipment to form Fig (4) which was used later to determine the dose 

received by other dosimeters. Unfortunately the number of dosimeters 

required to perform the calibration and measurements at one time 

was not available so 'that two separate experiments had to be 

performed. This is apparent,on the calibration curve but not on the 

centre-line plot where alternate measurements were made on the two 

occasions. 

For all the measurements made at the calibration point three 

devices were used in the one container whilst two devices were used 

at all other points, care being taken to ensure that the discs did not 

overlap within the container. After noting the recorded count from 

the reading equipment the average count recorded for the /background' 

devices was subtracted. The mean count for all the devices at one 

point was then taken and the value of the standard error used in 

ascertaining the error associated with a particular result. In some 

cases an exceptionally high count, which might have been due to mis-

handling, was recorded and these had to be ignored. Fortunately these 

occurences were rare as a result of handling the devices only with 

utensils which had been cleaned ultrasonically. 

As an initial experiment to gain an idea of the dose rates in the 

entranceway, dosimeters were placed at points on the walls and centre-

line of the entranceway at the quarter, mid and three-quarter 

heights in the positions marked by letters in Fig (2). 

At points which could be 'seen' by the source micro-rods were used, 
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since these were known to be less sensitive and able to withstand 

higher doses, and discs were used elsewhere. Following the 

exposure of these devices by introducing the complete source for a 

period of twenty minutes an analysis of the results of this 

experiment not only gave an indication of the levels of the dose in 

the entranceway but also showed that, by comparison of the calibration 

curve for the discs with the doses received by the rods, discs could 

be used safely throughout the system without the danger of over 

exposure, the effects of which could not be removed by annealing. 

Another interesting result of the measurements was that, over the 

range of heights considered, the dose Lid not vary consistently with 

height as can be seen in Table 4. With this knowledge subsequent 

experiments were performed only with the disc type of dosimeter at 

the mid—height of the entranceway since MULTISORD calculates doses 

on this line and sufficient information would be obtained with economy 

of dosimeters. 

The next experiment sought to determine the doses at points in 

the entranceway for comparison with MULTISORD as well as doses at the 

walls in the region of the stepped corner which appeared to have an 

intriguing shape. Those dosimeters in containers, which were not 

affixed to the walls with adhesive tape were supported from a line 

strung between wooden supports at the corners of the centre—line. 

A comparison of the doses measured in the area of the stepped 

corner (Fig (5)) with those measured along the centre—line (Fig (6)) 

gave reason to doubt the centre—line measurements in the area of the 

corner. Whereas the effect of the shadow from the source was clearly 

marked at the wall, the centre line doses did not show this effect. 
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Table 4 
	

Relative Measurements at Vertically 

Displaced Points (Arbitrary Units)  

Position 

(See Figure 2) 

Height above Floor (cm) 

53.25 	• 	106.5 	. 	159.75 

A 26030 28570 28380 

B 15200 20620 20580 

D 14440 15710 14510 

E 14530 14750 14230 

F 897 703 947 

G 103 113 126 

H 357 357 398 

I 239 241 179 

J 1251 1489 1247 

K 430 583 510 

L 2650 • ,2430 2390 

Note: 	Random errors associated with each point 

are approximately _ 10%. 
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A possible contributing factor to this difference could have 

been the secondary electrons emitted from the wall which was exposed 

to the source. According to the Compton model, le energy of a 

secondary electron may be nearly as much as the incident photon so 

that this could well account for a.sizeable beta dose in the region 

of the discontinuous gamma flux. A final experiment, using one 

source tube only to 'sharpen' the shadow, was performed to establish 

the presence of such a contribution by placing dosimeters in the 

positions indicated by numbers in Figure (2) and enclosing a proportion 

of them in perspex containers. These containers, giving a thickness 

of 5 mm round the dosimeter, would not affect the gamma dose measured 

but would attenuate the electrons which contribute to the kerma rate 

measured by the bare devices (Evans, (36)). A comparison of the 

results, obtained using the calibration curve of Figure (4), is shown 

in Figure (7).Differences in the dose rates measured without the 

perspex covers in the two experiments (Figs 6 and 7) were due to the 

use of a different source configuration and position. The difference 

between the two forms of holder for the devices can be seen to be 

greatest at the point of the discontinuity Of the gamma flux. A 

comparison of the difference between the measured dose rates with the 

approximate calculation of Appendix 4 shows that the beta contribution 

was mainly responsible for this effect. 

It will be observed that although the dosimeters stuck to the wall 

on the stepped corner in the shadow from the source are, in fact, 

closer to the source of beta radiation)the shape of the corner prevents 

this reaching them. Of course, it is only when the gamma flux has been 

decreased abruptly by the shadow that their effect can be observed. 
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5.2 Theoretical Predictions 

In order to apply the adapted version of MDLTISORD to the 

Cobalt irradiation facility it was necessary to model the cell to a 

form which the program was able to handle. For this purpose, the 

two oblique corners within the cell were ignored, as was the lead 

door, forming an open ended system. The most important approximations, 

however, were the straightening of the stepped corner and the reduction 

of the source to a point. The cell, as modelled, is shown in Figure 

(8) in which the source is positioned at the cross. Initially a six 

group energy scheme was used as indicated in Table 1 with the source 

radiation in the highest group. It was thought, however, that it 

might have been possible, in the interests of economy of computer time, 

to use only two groups, at source energy and some low energy, since a 

large proportion of the radiation was in the lowest energy group after 

only one or two scatters. A comparison of Figures (8) and (9) shows 

that the use of two groups was justified, especially in the preliminary 

stages. The albedos used in these calculations, shown in Table 1, were 

generated using the Chilton Huddleston formula applied to Compton 

scattering (Appendix 2). 

In an attempt to investigate the angular dependence parameters in 

the MDITISORD albedo (Appendix 1) calculations were carried out with 

these parameters varied over a limited range. The results of these. can 

be seen in Figures (10) to (13) which show that, at least for this 

particular case, the overall result is relatively insensitive to the 

adjustment of the angular dependence parameters. This might be expected 

since the duct, especially where it forms the cell, is very wide compared 

with its length, giving rise to small angles of incidence and emergence 
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upon which the angular dependence parameters will have little effect. 

When changing the cosinic indices (n, m) during the program the 

multiplicative constants (A, B) were automaticallyi  adjusted according 

to the specification in Appendix 1. As a final step the flux trans-

mitted through the wall into the entranceway was investigated. This 

was found to be insignificant in the final leg of the entranceway 

but was included in the calculation for the earlier legs, the result 

of which can be seen in Figure 14. On these hard—copy plots the doses 

• are in mR/hr and the lengths are given in centimetres. 

An investigation of the components of the doses in the final two 

legs (Figure 15) showed that a large part of the dose came from areas 

in the oblique leg which had been modelled from the stepped wall. 

Since this might have seriously affected the calculations an attempt 

was made to establish the validity of the model. 

A Monte—Carlo streaming code, RANSORD (Miller, (37)), was used to 

determine the activation levels in the entranceway for both the actual 

and the modelled cell in three dimensions. This code, which handles 

voids of greater complexity than MULTISORD, follows the history of a 

particle from the source until it is lost to:the system in some way,  

such as at an open end of a duct. Most of the particle (photon) 

histories, however, will be terminated when the 'weight' of the particle 

falls below a predetermined cut—off level as a result of a succession of 

scattering events. Although, in this case, a Russian Roulette event, 

which either terminated the history or raised the weighting back to 

unity, was used, a very large number of histories did not reach the 

important areas of the entranceway. To remedy this a scheme was devised 
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whereby the weight of a particle was not reduced to the same extent 

at a scattering event when this involved a change of group. 

Assuming an albedo scheme of the form: 

011 	012 	0 13 	814 	8 15 

	

0 22 	8 23 	8 24 	8 25 
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55 

where R ij  .. is the albedo as defined. in Appendix 1 from group 

to group j . 

Multiplication terms were introduced to produce the scheme: 
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with a general term 
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It can be seen that for any path from group 1 to group j the 

final weight of the particle in group j is F. too large. The fluxes 

at the end of the calculat ion were therefore limltWiedby1/F-   It 

should be noted that this arrangement is only valid if the source 

particles are only emitted in group 1. In this way a far larger 

number of histories could be followed to the end of the system and con- 

sequently more reliable results obtained from the program. That the corner 

approximation was valid can be seen in Figure (10 which shows the 

estimated activations indicating agreement to within the statistical 

error of the Monte—Carlo process. Unfortunately it was not possible 

to re—run the three legged case for which 4,000 histories, as compared 

with 12,000 for the seven legged case, had been followed. Although 

the albedo set used in these calculations was not correct for the case 

concerned* the use of the program and the results obtained as a com- 

parison of the two geometries were still valid and showed that since 

the calculated doses were comparable with and without the stepped 

corner the neglect of these steps was reasonable. 

The other limitation of the graphics program was that the cal- 

culation was performed in two dimensions only In order to estimate 

the contribution from the floor and ceiling the three dimensional 

batch version of MULTISORD was used. The currents emergent from the 

* In the conversion of the dose albedo (calculated from the Chilton-

Huddleston formula) to the current albedo used in this progran the 

values of the dose conversion factor were incorrect. The effect of 

this was to produce an equivalent dose for a medium other than air, 

however a comparison of one set of equivalent doses with another is 

still valid. 
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floor and ceiling after one scatter from the source were calculated 

using the graphics program by turning the model of the cell onto its 

side. Together with these currents for the two dimensional model, 

the emergent currents were supplied to the modified batch program as 

initial leakage currents instead of the usual flux and nett current. 

Since only right angled corners were permissible for the three—

dimensional program the oblique leg was removed for these calculations. 

The ratio of the results from the two and three dimensional consider-

ations of this configuration at various dose points is indicated in 

Figure (17). It can be seen in this figure that the contribution from 

floor and ceiling scatters is very small in those parts of the entrance-

way which can see the source but elsewhere the contribution as cal-

culated here becomes very important. The significance of this will be 

discussed in the next section. 

5.3 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Doses  

The total dose at a point in the entranceway may be regarded, 

frot the point of view of the calculation, as having three components. 

The first of these is shown as the lower set of points in Figure (17) 

and in the plan on Figure (9). This represents the component which 

reaches a dose point purely by scattering from the walls of the slot. 

Since the area of the walls of the entranceway is far greater than that 

of the ceiling and floor this component can be expected to provide the 

largest contribution to the dose here and, in early design stages, 

could be taken as the _sole component. The second component, included 

in the upper line of points of Figure (17) is due to radiation which 

at some time scatters from either the floor or ceiling of the system 
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(or from both). This component has been estimated as indicated 

earlier and provides a substantial addition to that from the walls 

alone. A third component may be considered as that radiation which 

does not reach the dose point purely by transmission through the 

void but also by penetration of the walls. The radiation to be con-

sidered here is not that which, in travelling from one wall area to 

another, passes through a wall corner as this has been allowed for 

in the-basic program but that which passes through the shielding medium 

in its passage from the discrete source to the entranceway. This was 

determined using a line of sight calculation, including build—up, in 

the manner described in section 4.2. The doses including this component 

are shown in Figure (14) and in the comparison between the calculated 

and measured doses in Figure (18). 

In the program as it has been developed up to the present time 

the current incident on an entire wall area from the source is calculated 

for the mid—point of the area which is considered as a vertical rectangle. 

Considering the variation of incident current in the horizontal plane, 

this will differ from the actual current only towards the area boundaries, 

except in the case of grazing incidence whilst in the vertical direction 

the current, from a source at mid—height, will represent a maximum and 

predict pessimistically. This is especially true of the estimation of 

the initial leakage currents for the floor and ceiling areas when the 

cell was rotated on its side to bring the floor and ceiling into the 

positions of walls. In this case the width of the cell (3.80 metre) 

became the height (with the wall at a distance of 1.07 metre from the 

source) and the variation of the incident current over the whole of an 

area would be large. This could be expected to lead to a larger floor 
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and ceiling additional component in the three—dimensional treatment 

than would be found to exist in practice. 

An additional factor which might lead to a difference between 

the predicted and measured dose was the omission of the lead door 

in the modelling of the cell. In an attempt to estimate the importance 

of the backscattering from this door a further leg was added at a right 

angle with the entranceway in order to seal off the doorway. The dose 

rate due to backscatter from the closing wall at a point 0.66 metre 

from the end of the entranceway was found to be 6.5 mR/hr which, when 

compared with the rate to be found at this point without the closure, 

can be seen to make a very small contribution. However, since the wall 

material of the additional leg of the duct was concrete and the door 

was of lead the contribution would not have been exactly this. In fact, 

since the albedos for lead are marginally smaller than those for 

concrete, the angular dependence playing very little part in this aspect, 

the dose rate from backscatter would have been a little smaller. 

Further differences were to be expected due to the discrete nature 

of the quantities in the modelling process. Although the modelling of 

the stepped corner has been shown to have had, little effect the re- 

1. 	 presentation of the source as a point and the: division of walls into 

areas could be expected to show minor effects on the results. It was 

with this in mind that, for the final experiment, only one source tube 

of the six available was used. This can be seen to have increased the 

definition of the tshadowl of the corner by comparison of Figure (6) 

with the upper set of points on Figure (7). The representation of the 

walls by elementary areas has an effect in that the possibility of one 

area 'seeing' another is calculated from the mid—points of the areas. 



In the event of the mid point of one area being able to just 

'see' the mid point of another area, or a dose point, a kernel would 

be calculated over the entire emitting area to the entire incident 

area, or dose point. In the limit, when only just
1
over half one 

area can 'see' just over half another, the kernel could be up to four 

times too large. 

Clearly, the solutions to this problem were firstly to use a 

very large number of elementary areas and secondly to make the area 

boundaries at points which coincided with shadows form the mid—points 

of other areas. Neither approach was used in this work, the first 

solution requiring additional storage in the computer (the storage 

required for the kernels increased as the square of the total number 

of areas) whilst the second solution would have meant either a large 

overhead in computer time to establish the area boundaries automatically 

or an unacceptable loss in flexibility in the handling of the system 

geometry. The effects of this division, would, in most events, only be 

of importance in a final detailed analysis of a labyrinthine system 

which would not be the usual task of this program. 
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6 	A COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED DOSES FOR A CELL 

CONTAINING A RADIUM SOURCE 

As an alternative comparison of the graphicsiprogram with 

experimental measurements, a study was made of a shielded cell at 

Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories. Spectral measurements had been made 

in the entranceway of this cell by Fraser and Gayton at Berkeley 

Nuclear Laboratories (6) and.the cell was modelled to suit the 

graphics program as in Figure (19). As constructed, the wall between 

the cell and the entranceway was of uniform thickness and followed 

the shape of the entranceway creating a bay on the right hand side of 

Figure (19). Since it was not possible to include this shape in the 

graphics program the wall was 'squared—off' to the shape shown. It 

was not thought that this would show any effect on the dose rates in 

the entranceway since photons would have to undergo at least two 

scatters to reach the entranceway from the new right hand cell wall. 

A more important aspect of the modelling was the establishment of a 

Radium spectrum in six energy groups. The spectrum used in this work 

was largely derived from the more detailed spectrum of Martin and 

Blichert—Toft (39) and is shown in Table 5 for the source used in the 

experiments which had an activity of 3.563 x 109/sec. The dose rates 

obtained from the graphics program are shown in Figure (19) and also 

in Figure (20) where they are compared with the experimental results 

from (6). However, detailed comparison may be unjustified in view 

of the fact that the report of these experiments records fluxes in 

the cell at energies greater than that of either the Radium source 

or of its daughter products. Assuming that any inaccuracies in the 



Table 6, Parameters Used in the Chilton-Huddleston 
Formula for the Dose Albedo for Concrete (ref10) 
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experimental results are small however a general conclusion may 

be drawn that the graphics method is at least valid for initial 

design survey purposes. 

It should be observed that the dose point at the outermost end 

of the entranceway shows an erroneous dose. This was due to the 

limitation of MULTISORD that kernels are only calculated to a point 

from the leg containing the point and from the adjacent two in each 

direction. Therefore kernels have not been calculated to the dose 

point in question from the areas at the opposite end of the entrance-

way which, being able to 'see' the source, have a large contribution 

to make here. The point was generated automatically as a result of 

the inclusion of a short leg here which was necessary to model the 

entranceway correctly and, with the knowledge of the limitations of 

MULTISORD, should be ignored. Points in the adjacent leg are 

sufficiently close to the mouth of the entranceway for the dose at 

this point to be estimated from them. 
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7 	APPLICATIONS 

7.1 	AN EXAMPLE OF A TYPICAL DESIGN STUDY — AN IRRADIATED FUEL 

DISMANTLING CELL 

As an example of the possible use of the interactive graphics 

program an illustrative design study was made of an entranceway to 

a cell containing irradiated fuel, a plan of which is to be seen in 

figure (21). This cell is part of the fuel handling and maintenance 

facility of a power station using reactors of the advanced gas cooled 

type. 

The fuel stringer assembly, comprising the fuel elements (held 

together with a tie bar) and the top shield plug unit, would be 

lowered by the charge machine into the heavily shielded (2 — qi metres 

concrete thickness) column in the facility. The fuel is then handled 

by remote handling gear from a console outside the cell and viewed 

through a shielding window. As the lower end of the fuel assembly is 

passed through the IFD cell the tie bar fitting is removed. The 

stringer is then lowered completely into a containment tube beneath 

the floor of the IFD cell and supported on,a table within this tube. 

After the removal of the majority of the tie bar the charge 

machine extracts the remainder together with the plug unit and trans-

fers these to a maintenance cell for further treatment. 

Machinery in the room above the IFD cell lifts the fuel elements 

from the stringer and normally places these in a tube for discharge 

to the cooling ponds. Alternatively, fuel elements may be stored in 

tubes on a magazine within the cell to facilitate the rearrangement of 

fuel within a stringer. This situation might arise as a result of fuel 
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cycling requirements or if a failed (or defective) fuel element were 

to be removed from the centre of a stringer, A bottling machine is 

available within the cell for the disposal of these failed elements. 

The most powerful radiation source in the cell in normal use 

can be seen to be that which exists when the fuel element is being 

lowered through the cell. At this time the source extends from the 

concrete ceiling, through the cell, projecting some two metres below 

the steel floor of the cell. The model used in this study has taken 

this source as an infinite line source and the pessimism involved in 

this assumption should be borne in mind when reviewing the results of 

the calculation. An alternative source for consideration might be 

that of the magazine (roundabout) full of fuel. However, it was 

envisaged that this would be a rare occurence and would, incidentally, 

have been difficult to include as a large volume source in the cal-

culations. 

During the operation of the power station access would be re-

quired for maintenance and cleaning to be carried out in the cell for 

which a man would be required to enter the cell together with such 

items as a vacuum cleaner or power tools. An entranceway would there-

fore be required large enough to accommodate these items yet sufficiently 

tortuous to provide sufficient attenuation of gamma radiation. For 

security reasons this would need a door (possibly of shielding material) 

on the outside which would be interlocked with the fuel handling equip-

ment. Cost considerations would dictate a small door but its exact 

size would be the result of the final design calculations on the 

entranceway. 



For the purposes of designing the entranceway the cell was 

considered to be bounded by its steel floor and concrete ceiling, 

although the floor and ceiling of the entranceway would be of 

structural concrete. It can be seen that the two dimensional 

limitation of this program would not be so serious in this 

application since the in. mild steel used in the cell floor is 

not sufficiently thick to be considered. as a fully reflecting sur-

face in the albedo context. A seal door at the inside end of the 

entranceway, required to restrict the circulation of cooling air 

within the fuel handling facilities, was neglected in the modelling 

as was a small.step encountered on passing through this door. 

Throughout this study it was assumed that the geometry of the 

cell itself was to be preserved since changes in this could affect 

design at other levels in the central block facility. The operating 

position and window were to be kept on the lower face of the cell as 

drawn in figure (21). The design of the entranceway would not affect 

other levels but was to be kept compact and to stay within the pro-

jected outside dimensions of the central block. Since there was a 

fan and filter room, serving several central block facilities, 

located on the left hand side of the cell,the entranceway was required 

on one of the two walls away from this and the operating position,and 

leading to the operators console. 

With these considerations in mind the configuration shown in fig-

ure (22) was reviewed first, recognising the need for at least two 

legs on such an entranceway. As can be seen from this figure the 
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dose at the outer end of this configuration was very high compared 

with a target dose (outside any door required) of around 1 mrem/hr 

and although the information at the bottom of the figure shows that 

the major contribution to this dose is from photons of low energy 

there is a significant contribution at higher energies which could 

prove difficult to attenuate in a door of manageable proportions. 

Inspection of the variation in absorption cross—section for.lead 

shows a marked increase as the K—edge for photo—electric capture 

is approached at 88 kev, The entranceway design should therefore 

be sufficiently tortuous to reduce the energy of the photons reaching 

the outer door wherethe lower energy photons may be easily attenuated. 

A simple means of reducing this dose at the doorway would be to 

construct an additional leg at this outer end at right angles to the 

previous leg. This has been done and the corresponding doses computed 

in figure (23). As can be seen, the doorway dose has been reduced by 

a factor of thirty although it is still too high, The most dramatic 

change however can be seen in the spectrum at this point which shows 

that over 99% of the dose is now due to radiation in the lowest energy 

group. A check on the route by which photons in this group arrived at 

the point showed that 70,000 photons/sec/cm reached the point from 

the middle region of the outer wall of this new leg. A reduction in 

the incident current, which could easily be effected by changes at 

the remote end of the entranceway, would play a large part in the 

reduction of this dose still further. It was realized that the area 

distribution in this configuration was very coarse but the inferences 

made had sufficient validity at this stage. 
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Before proceeding to change the design of the entranceway a 

check was made on the contribution to the doses which arose from 

transmission of flux through the dividing wall. This has been 

done and the new doses computed in figure (24), comparison of which with 

figure (23) shows that, at the doorway, approximately 310 of the dose 

was contributed by flux arising in the entranceway through the 

dividing wall. 

In an attempt to reduce the dose at the doorway still further 

and virtually eliminate the contribution due to wall transmission a 

further leg was interposed as shown in figure (25) together with 

additional wall areas. An additional design constraint has also been 

included here, that the concrete thickness 'seen' by the source to a 

walkway above the ponds shown in figure (21) is maintained to enable 

access at all times to the walkway. 

A great reduction of the doses to within acceptable limits can 

be seen to be the result (Fig 25) of this change, especially considering 

that a 'worst case' has been designed for. After the addition of wall 

transmitted fluxes in the oblique and subsequent leg (Fig 26) the doses 

do not appear to have changed, indicating that their contribution was 

less than 0.5% at each point. 

A request for more dose points in the oblique leg has led to the 

doses displayed in figure (27) being calculated. A spectrum for the 

second of these (counting outwards from the cell) has been obtained 

from which it can be seen that, even by this point, 97% of the dose 

is contributed by photons in the lowest energy group. Inspection of 

the possible scatter paths from here to the doorway indicates that the 
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energy spectrum at the doorway was likely to be heavily biassed 

toward the lower energy region. In fact, a detailed final design 

analysis would probably show that almost all of the radiation at 

the doorway was of the order of 0.2 Me V — the present limit of 

kernel albedo techniques for gamma radiation. An interesting point 

here is that it is the incidence of the photo—electric effect K—edge 

for concrete which makes the calculation of albedos for very low 

gamma ray energies very difficult yet this same edge is used to 

advantage in the reduction of the required thickness of the lead 

for the shield door. 

Although the design of the entranceway could not yet be regarded 

as complete it was left at this point because possible changes, 

involving the further adjustment of the angles of the various legs 

and the thining of the wall to a more economic thickness, would have 

been beyond the scope of the present program if it is remembered that 

MULTISORD does not permit scatter paths of longer than two legs. 

The major design steps having been completed, checks were made 

to determine the effects on the centre—line, doses of moving the fuel 

within the cell. Recalling that only one element would be moved at 

one time, whereas the calculations were being performed for an 

infinite line source, this was moved into two other possible positions. 

The first of these, on the roundabout where fuel would be stored 

whilst accessing other elements lower in the stringer, shows (Fig 28) 

that a dose of up to 5 R/hr couldbe expected inside the shield door 

from an infinite line source at this point. Although this, in practice, 

would only be a much smaller source for short periods it would have to 
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entranceway can be seen to be especially high with a convex shape to 

the graph rather than the expected concave shape. The reason for this 

is apparent from figure (19) where it will be obsepved that the points 

in question can all be ?seen? by the last large wall area of the cell 

(at the top as viewed) which in turn can be ?seen? by the source. 

Although the whole of this area is not ?visible? to the points in 

question the calculation has been performed on this basis since the 

centre point of the area was ?visible? by the dose points. The size 

of the area has led to the inconsistency which would have been lessened 

by an alternative choice of area definition. 

As an example of the practical application of the graphics program 

a design study of an irradiated fuel dismantling cell was undertaken. 

This study, which developed the design of the entranceway to the cell, 

used to the full the facility of the program to quickly obtain inform-

ation on which to make a decision relating to a design change. Weaknesses 

in the design were quickly spotted and the remedial change indicated by 

the ability to display numerical data at the relevant point on the plan 

of the current design. An immediate impression was available of the 

adequacy of the design which might be interpreted in different ways by 

different departments within an organisation. A pictorial representation 

is available of the system showing precisely the calculations which have 

been performed, what has been ommitted or modelled, what and where the 

critical, dose rates are and the feasibility of its construction. The 

limitations referred to in the text, such as the ability of any one 

wall area to ?see? no more than two legs in either direction, are limit-

ations of the program as it was developed for this study and should not 
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be confused with the limitations of the basic method of applying 

interactive graphics to a problem (such as the requirement for a 

fast calculational method) although the two will probably, as in 

the examples quoted here, be interelated. 

A comparison of the relative costs of designing, say, a cell 

such as the I.F.D. cell is difficult. It may be reasonably concluded, 

however, that the computing oasts for the 'batch' and interactive 

graphics methods will be of the same order, the time saved by not re-

calculating invariants following design changes being used in 

investigating alternative configurations. A large reduction might be 

expected however in the man—hours required to prepare the calculations 

and process the printed results. An effort of about one man—week, 

typically for the design quoted, might be reduced to involve two men, 

say a shielding engineer and a layout designer, in a morning's work, 

including two separate one hour sessions on the graphics console. 

Against this should be considered the cost of the terminal either as 

a capital cost or in terms of a lease together with the cost of the 

additional programming. The programming effort should be little more 

than that required for the addition of plotting facilities as experience 

is acquired in the field of graphics programming. This effort may be 

reduced by the concise statement of requirements from the program such 

as the specification of what information is, might be or is not useful. 

It is this aspect which has been covered in this study where the useful 

information has been determined and passed to the operator in such a 

way that he is able to appreciate and act upon it. 

A further saving to be expected from the use of interactive 

graphics in the development of an entranceway would be a saving in the 
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space occupied by the entranceway. With the ability to investigate 

alternative configurations a minimum space design may be arrived at 

which might be a priority consideration in an area such as the 

central block. 

In this particular study the calculational techniques, which 

were already well established, have been modified slightly and that 

modification validated against experimental evidence. In this 

validation the additional facilities of information presentation and 

retrieval were directly useful, as, for example, in establishing the 

region of wall in the Cobalt cell responsible for the majority of the 

dose at a point which is just in the s7Aadow from the source (figure 

15). 

The method of solution considered in this study was well suited 

to automatic computation and would probably not:have been improved by 

operator interaction. For this to have been useful he would have 

needed to follow the computation very closely and be presented. with 

quantities of information which, however presented, he could not 

assimilate. The criterion of convergence in the integration of 

currents and kernels was, in this case, easily tested automatically 

although this may not always be the case. (For example: in a finite 

difference calculation it might prove profitable for the operator to 

stop certain iterations, say in an unimportant region, earlier than 

others.) It was, however, found very useful to segment the calculation 

in order to re-enter and leave the calculation at intermediate points , 

at a later stage. It was found useful to be able to hold the calculation 

at certain points such as after the calculation of the source-wall area 

kernels in order to assess their validity for the ensueing calculation. 
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The facility to check the data as supplied to the program was found 

to be useful, especially when starting work on a new problem in order 

to correct the occasional punching errors. Although this alone may 
1 

have saved a few batch runs, the facility to change data, by returning 

to this routine, would have saved many more. This facility enabled 

many runs of the same problem to be made in quick succession with a 

great saving on the total amount of calculation performed since only 

those variables which were affected by the changes were recalculated. 

All of these features could equally have been provided by an 

interactive teletype terminal or, preferably, a video display unit. 

The real advantages of interactive graphics were obtained from the 

ability to display geometrical structures superimposed by data. This 

made the appreciation of a pattern of doses in the system very much 

easier. Using the interactive facilities items could be calculated 

'to order' in small quantities which could be easily assimilated and, 

on the basis of these, other information could be requested which might 

only require a small amount of computation but which, in the batch 

processing environment, would have required vast,quantities of printing 

to allow for every possibility. Even then much computing time would • 

have been wasted not to mention the time spent by the designer in 

extracting the required values. In practice he would probably have 

done the extra calculation by hand with the consequent loss of time 

and accuracy. 

It was found that, when results were displayed 'in situ', dis-

continuities were easily identified where they might have been missed 

on a long printout. This ready identification of discontinuities and 
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the 'feel' that was gained by the use of computer graphics helped 

greatly in the decisions leading to alterations in a design even 

though many alterations may be made and the results assessed without 

incurring a large time or computing cost. 

The application of interactive computer graphics to this 

particular problem has brought out the following criteria which 

would be preferred for its application to another problem. 

An established calculational routine is not essential but would 

make the work of applying computer graphics easier and give a guide 

for the testing of the graphical routines although for a small problem 

it might be considered preferable to 'mild the calculation around the 

graphical sections of the program. The calculation code should, if 

an existing one is to be adopted, be fast in execution, economic in 

core storage and segmentable. If the problem has been divided into 

segments, each performing a particular task it becomes much easier to 

route the program through the various tasks as well as making the job 

More economical in core storage. An existing program to be adopted 

for computer graphics should have a sound but concise geometrical 

definition which is not too detailed nor requires large amounts of 

computing to convert to a form suitable for displaying on the screen. 

If computer graphics is applied to an existing batch program 

then provision will have already been made for the acceptance of the 

major part of the data prior to execution. This is to be preferred 

to entry via the keyboard which is tedious and time consuming both in 

operator and console time. 

The advantages to be accrued from the application of interactive 

grphics have already been stated to be that a rapid review of many 
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design possibilities may be undertaken with the tin situ' display of 

data providing for easier appreciation of the consequences of design 

changes. 

FUture work on this particular problem could lead to the linking 

of a diffussion code to the slot version of this program to provide 

the initial leakage currents. This would facilitate an iterative 

cycle with the streaming component updating the diffussion component 

and vice—versa for the complete handling of situations such as obtain 

at the bottom of the boiler shield wall of an advanced gas cooled 

reactor. The cell version of the program could be made more accurate 

by the inclusion of the possibility of sources based at other than 

the mid—height and a surface integration routine to calculate kernels 

from the source to the whole of a wall area. Another feature worthy 

of attention is the estimation of damage fluxes at the walls of the 

labyrinth, In this work, the incident current at a wall area 'has not 

been calculated as a pure current but contains the incident angular 

dependence term of the albedo. However, the incident current may be 

derived by passing the converged emergent currents through the kernel 

calculation and iteration routines once with cosinic incidence and an 

albedo of unity within the incident group and zero otherwise. In this 

way, with a knowledge of the emergent current, the flux for each area 

could be derived. 

An additional refinement which could be added to the program in 

an environment in which designs were frequently updated would be the 

provision for a card deck to be punched at the end of a session for 

use as the input for the next session. In this way a design could be 
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held for a period of several months, which might not be economic if 

disc storage were used, and amendments made to the latest design. 

This study has demonstrated that interactive computer graphics 

may effectively be applied to one particular area of the nuclear 

design field. It has not only provided a potential design tool for 

use in this field but has shown ways in which interactive graphics 

may be used in other fields and it has indicated those features of 

a solution method or envisaged application which are, or are not, 

suitable for the adoption of interactive graphics. 
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Appendix 1 	The MULTISORD Albedo (Miller and Packwood (29)) 

The albedo form adopted for use in MULTISORD is based on the 

simplifying assumption that the emergent angular distribution is 

independent of the incident energy and direction. This also implies 

the assumption that azimuthal angular dependence is negligible. 

The multigroup albedo may be expressed as 

0-0  (go  +g) A(n) P 0-1.1  .B(m)  P= R (go-' g) 

where $
o 
 .(g

o 
 g) is the group dependence describing the probability 

of the particle's being reflected into energy group g from energy 

group go. The parameters P o  and 1-1 are the cosines of the angles of 

incidence and emergence respectively, n and m are constants fitted 

to Monte-Carlo data (Terry (38)) and A and B are normalisation constants. 

csa+stata.-.5-.- 

The value of A is given by 

A = 12 - 5n n $0  

In practice, since n < 1 and 12.
o 	

1, the term in 13o may be neglected 

to give 

2  (2 .-n) (3 - n) 
A = 	12 - 5n 

The value of B is given by 

B 2 

From (Terry (38)) the values for m and n used in this work were 

m = 0.66 	n = 0.66 

2 (2 - n) (3 - n) 

2 - m 
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11.2221.121L2 	The Chilton Huddlegton Formula for 

Gamma Ray Albedos, 	(Chilton and Huddleston (15)) 

This empirical formula relates the dose albedo to the incident energy 

and angle, the angle of scatter and the azimuthal angle. The dose 

albedo is given by 

a
d 
(E

o' 	o 
0 	e 	) = 	C.K(0 s).10

26 
+ C 

1 4. cos 0 	sec 0 

where E
o 
is the incident energy, 0

0,
0 and 0

s 
the angles of incidence, 

emergence and scatter respectively and 4) is the azimuthal angle. 

K(0
s
) is the Klein—Nishinaenergy scattering cross section per electron 

and C and C are parameters obtained by fitting to data (obtained using, 

for example, Monte—Carlo technique) and listed for the range used in 

this work in Table 6. 

Using the energy scheme adopted for the problem in hand, the Chilton-

Huddleston equation was used to evaluate the albedo for chosen incident 

and emergent directions and the incident energies in this scheme. This 

incident energy was equated to the mean energy of the group and the 

dependence on the incident direction was evaluated over 10 polar angle 

intervals chosen to be equispaced with respect to the cosine of the 

incident angle. The calculation was performed for discrete values of 

the emergent angle variables chosen to be the mean of the emergent 

angle mesh defined by 10 equal intervals over the cosine of the polar 

angle and 18 equal intervals over the azimuthal angle. 

Assuming that the emergent energy corresponded to photons undergoing 

a single Compton scatter event, values of the number albedo and the 

emergent angular distribution were derived by using an appropriate 
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dose conversion factor for each emergent energy. This number albedo 

was finally normalised to correspond to the effective number of 

photons reflected in each emergent group by weighting the individual 

reflection probabilities by the ratio of the emergent to the mean 

energy. 

The range of data available for the Chilton—Huddleston parameters is 

somewhat limited at low energies (Leimdoerfer (10)) and the formula 

itself rapidly becomes invalid as the K—edge of the photo—electric 

effect is approached at about 0.07 MeV. A lower limit to the mid—

band energy was therefore set in this work at 0.2 MeV at which point 

parameters were available and (doubtful) extrapolation would be 

avoided. The values of the current albedo may be compared with 

values given by Raso (14) although these are over the compete emergent 

hemisphere. 
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Auendix 	The Cobalt-60 source 

The Cobalt-60 source was installed in the irradiation facility in the 

Department of Chemical Engineering and Chemical Technology at Imperial 

College in April 1966 at a strength of 17340 Ci. When experiments 

were performed in June 1973 (after 7.17 years) the source strength 

was 	-0.693 x 7.17  

17340e 5.26 

	6742.13 Ci 

Assuming a self-shielding factor of 0.826 determined experimentally 

(Lindstrom (35)) the effective source strength was 5568,9 Ci. Assuming 

also that all six tubes were of equal strength: 

one tube has a strength of 928.2 Ci 	S 
0 

The dose at r cm is given by 

Dr 

2x3.7x10
10
xSo xE ue  mR/hr 

47r  .r x 0.020 (Glasstone and 
Sesonke (40)) 

where E
Y is the mean gamma photon energy. 

P
e 
is the energy absorption cross section for air at this energy. 

Then D
150 

 = 5.314 x 105  mR/hr. 

The source strength for the adapted MULTISORD program was 

928.2 x 2 x 3.7 x 1010  = 6.87 x 10
13 

photons/sec. 

However, an additional factor which should be taken into account, 

especially for short exposures, is the time taken for the source to 

travel from the shielded to the exposed position. 

It was estimated that the source was effectively shielded at a distance 

of 150 cm above the operating position. The speed of transit was.  

45.7 cm/sec. 

During the transit the source was shielded by 1.27 cm of Plaster of 

Paris (Ca SO4. 2H20) (specific gravity . 2.3). 
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Composition of Plaster of Paris 

Element Atomic Wt. Atoms/Mol. Wt/Mol. %/Mol. Ut 

Ca 40 1 40 I 23.2 0.0566 

s 32 1 32 18.6 0.0868 

0 16 6 96 55.8 0.0568 

H 1 4 4 2.4 0.113 
172 

The total cross—section of Plaster of Paris is therefore 

0.064 x 2.3 = 0.147 cm 

and the attenuation through 1.27 cm is 0.83 

At the calibration point (150 cm from operating position) the dose 

rate after t seconds of retraction is 

D1  x 0.83 

1502 
	,2 

150 + 05.7xt) 

where D1 is the dose rate at unit distance. 

The dose from transit is therefore= 
t = 3.28 

1 	. 1.196 x 1010  x 0.83 dt 
, 6o2 	150

2 
+ (45.7xt)

2 
 

t 

So, for each exposure it would be necessary to add 632 mR. 

Errors on the Measured Dose 

These arise for three possible reasons 

1) The timing of the exposure 

2) The position of the source 

3) The calibration of the source strength 
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1) Errors in Timing 

These may arise in two ways 

a) an error in the time for which the sources are held down. 

The maximum effect of this would be on the shortest 

exposure (10 secs) when an error of 0.25 secs leads to 

an error in the dose at the calibration point of 0.3 Rad. 

b) an error in the estimation of the transit time. This error 

could be up to 0.5 seconds in 9 seconds leading to an error 

in the dose at the calibration point of 0.3 Rad. 

2) Errors in position 

The position of the dosimeter relative to the source could be in 

error by up to 1 cm as a result of the finite size of both source 

and dosimeter. This would l'ead to an error of 7.0 Rad/hr and to 

errors on individual measurements of: 

for an exposure of 10 secs — 0.02 Rad 

	

1 min 	— 0.12 Had 

	

30 min 	— 3.5 Rad 

3) Errors in source strength 

This has been allowed for in the estimation of the self shielding 

factor described earlier in this Appendix which depended on absolute 

measurement of the dose rate from the source. The error on the 

measured dose in these experiments was 0.1% which may be neglected 

in relation to those described above. 

The aggregates of the errors are shown on the calibration curve and on 

the plots of measured data. 
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Appendix 4  — The Secondary Electron Contribution to the Dose in 

the Entranceway of the Cobalt Cell. 

At point 'E' in figure 2 the incidence from a single source tube is: 

Y disinte ration 	Y ener 	source activit 
4-7r x source to 'E' distance 

which is approximately: 

2 x 1.25 x 928.2 x 3.7 x 1010 	IrMeV 
4 x (400)2 	C171277ec 

= 3.7 x 1010 x 0.00114 	Y Mev/cm2 — sec 

Considering the Compton scatter to take place within a depth of 

3 mm of concrete and an area of one square metre there is an energy 

absorption cross section presented to the incident photons of: 

volume x density x energy absorption cross section 

or 	0.3 x 104 x 2.5 x 0.067/2.5 

201.0 	cm
2 

cm 
2 
 

Assuming one Compton electron per photon there is a source of 

201.0 x 3.7 x 1010 x 0.00114 MeV/sec 

or, assuming a a emergent energy of 1 MeV (Evans (36)) 

0.00114 x 201.0 x 3.7 x 1010 Ci (S radiation) 
1 x 3.7 x 10 

0.229 Ci 

From the Handbook of Radiological Protection (.41) (fig 3.1 (3)) this 

will lead to a dose at 1 metre of 11.4 R/hr. 
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Appendix 5 	Glossary of Parameters Used in Calls to Graphics Routines. 

A5.1 Associative Addresses 

IDDAD 	of the display item is the address that is associated 

with a particular item displayed. It is used in editing 

functions, such as GIERAS and contains the console number. 

NCON 	is the console number, generally 1 in this work, and is 

required in all instructions which are passed to the 1700 

for processing unless it is passed in another way such 

as in IDDAD. 

A5.2 ID Block Parameters 

IDDC 	is used in testing for the display item which was picked. 

It is returned by a call to GIBUT after being defined by 

a routine such as GIDISP. 

IDDT 	is used to define the type of a display item by comparison 

with the IDDT set in a call to GIMASK. 

IDWA, IDWB are additional parameters available within the ID block. 

They were not used in this work. 

IH, IV. 	are used as co—ordinates for screen display items and 

for tracking cross co—ordinates. 

A5.3 Display Control Parameters 

IBEAM 	sets the beam either on or off when drawing a line. The 

ability to switch the beam off during drawing enables 

drawing of complex structures continuously without a 

reset seauence. 

ICODE 	is of the form s000fbb — an octal number 

Where s = 0 or 1 to determine light pen sensitivity, 

f = 0 or 1 to control the blinking of the item 

When displayed 

bb = 01, 10 or 11 to determine the intensity of the beam. 
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For example: if an ICODE OF 102B were used in a 

reset sequence the item, when displayed would be 

light pen sensitive, would not blink until picked 

and would be of medium brightness. 

IMASK 	a two digit number used to set the bit pattern for 

subsequent 'AND' ing with the IDDT's of picked display 

items. The significance of the bits is: 

1 ignore — tested first, if it matches, the pick 

is discarded 

2 single pick 

4 string pick 

8 button pick 

16 marker mask — changes the blink status of a 

queued item 

A5.4 Display Generation Parameters 

IBUF 	a vector used to store display information prior to 

despatch to the 1700 

MBYTE 	the maximum number of 12 bit bytes permitted in IBUF. 

This is set at the beginning of the program to 5 x• the 

length of IBUF 

NBYTE 	is supplied and returned by each graphics subroutine 

and contains the current number of 12 bit bytes in IBUF. 
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Appendix 6 Data Requirements of the Graphics Program for a Cell 

containing a Gamma Source. 

Preferred values are indicated in parantheses. 

TITLE 

One card, any alphanumeric characters 

N, IQ, NA, IChLL, NPRINT • 

N — Number of streaming legs in the system 

IQ — Number of energy groups 

NA — Maximum number of wall areas permitted by the program 

in each leg (9) 

ICELL — Non—zero specifies cell and source program 

IPRINT — Non—zero initially switches off non—essential printing 

HEIGHT 

The height of the system 

N x ALEN, WIDTH, THETA, NB, NC1, NC2 

ALEN — The symmetric length of the leg 

WIDTH — The width of the leg 

THETA — The clockwise angle between the centre—line of the 

present leg and that of the previous leg. 

Fbr leg 1 — the angle between the centre—line and a 

plane across the mouth of the duct 

NB — The number of wall areas on the symmetric position of the leg 

NC1, NC2 — The number of wall areas at the first and second 

corners respectively. 

ICX, ICY 

The horizontal and vertical scales for display, length units/display 

inch 

M, MA, MB 

Not normally required (1, 2, 2) 
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NM 

Number of mouth areas (1) 
	

1 

IQ x DitaX 

The dose conversion factor 

AJPLUS 

The mouth currents (0.6) 

IPQ 

Flux averaging parameter if MB = 1, otherwise 0 

IQ x MU, BA, BB 

MU — The absorption cross section 

BA, BB — Parameters in the Bergerts formula for build—up factors 

IQ2 x BETA 

The albedo described in Appendix 1 

n, A 

m, B 

Described in Appendix 1 

CO, ALAMDA, SLAMDA 

CO — convergence criterion for iterations 

ALAMDA — path length criterion for corner penetration 

SLAM1A — path length criterion for kernel from source, if 

omitted equals ALAMDA 

NIT 

Order of integration (12) 

SX, SY, ISORS 

SX, SY — source co—ordinates on vertical and horizontal axes 

of display 

ISORS — source geometry 1 — infinite line 

2 — semi—infinite line 

3 - point 

IQ x S 
Source strength. photons  con 



Errata  

	

-P 6,1 5 	... a cathode ray tube ... 

P 11,1 9 	... build—up factors ... 

P 18,1 3 	... reflection ... 

P 21,1 2 	... this process was found 

P 22,119 	... from the simple inverse square ... 

P 22,125 	... to apply the Chilton—Huddleston formula ... 

P 32,123 	assumed ... 

P 33,115 	... connected by a 4.8 K baud line ... 

P 34,115 	... basic needs ... 

P 56,120 	Those dosimeters in containers which were not ... 

P 73,119 	= F. if i = 1 

P 81,1 9 	... shadows from the mid—points ... 

P 89,111 	insert — To allow for the movement of fuel during handling, 

the position of the source during the calculations was 

taken as between the operating position and the nearest 

disposal chute. The spectrum for the source, assuming 

normal fuel burn—up, is shown in Table 7. 

	

P106,1 8 	... half as much core storage again as ... 

P111,117 

P112,1 5 

P120,113 

... to be adapted ... 

diffusion ... 

 

... constants. — delete 

  



Table 5, Radium Spectrum used in MULTISORD  

Total source strength = 3.563 x 109  disintegrations/sec. 

Mid Band Energy 
(MeV) 

Source Strength 
Phot./sec. 

2.9 2.49E 8 

1.9 7.14E 9 
1.45 5.21E 8 
1.0 1.03E 9 
0.6 2.14E 9 
0.2 2.67E 9 



* Table 7  

Irradiated Fuel Element Source Strength  

Mid Band Energy 

MeV 

SL 

ph tisecicm 

3.5 2.55 x 1011  

2.4 3.24 x 1012 

2.0 8.33 x 1012 

1.58 2.27 x 1013 

1.13 1.90 x 10
13 

0.45 2.24 x 1014 



Appendix 7  

Interaction Processes of Gamma Photons and Secondary Radiations  

Gamma rays, like X—rays, are electromagnetic radiation, the 

distinction usually being deemed to be by their source. Gamma rays are 

emitted by nuclear processes whilst X—rays are produced by electronic 

processes, their actual wavelengths overlapping to a certain degree. 

Since the interaction of a photon with matter is thought to be 

independent'of its source the following remarks apply equally to both 

forms of radiation. 

The initial interaction of a photon normally results in the emission 

of one or more charged particles, often electrons, and methods of 

detecting gamma rays as well as their biological effects are mainly due 

to the interaction of these secondary particles. 

This initial interaction could take place either with a single 

electron in an atom, with the nucleus or with the entire atom, the actual 

process being described by the energy, direction and nature of the 

interaction products. Cross sections, describing the probability of a 

certain type of interaction taking place, have been determined for the 

more important processes and materials. These cross sections will vary 

according to the interacting atom and the energy of the photon. 

During this work the greatest attention was placed on the scattering 

process but it should be remembered that in a shielding system scattering 

alone will not be sufficient and that all the photons must eventually be 

absorbed. This absorption can, of course, be made easier if a preceeding 

scattering event has lowered the photon energy and if the absorption 

cross section increases for decreasing photon energy. 

The principal scattering effect, involving a loss of energy, is 

Compton scattering. An incident photon interacts elastically with a 

lightly bound electron to which it imparts some of its momentum. 



Conservation of momentum and energy dictates that the photon will 

usually be deflected from its path and lose some of its energy. The 

Photon emergent energy after a deflection through u degrees is given by: 

E' = 	.(1 +051  (1 — cos u) ) 
0. 

where E is the initial photon energy and the rest mass equivalent of 

the electron is 0.51 MeV. Since a photon emerges from this process, 

multiple scattering becomes a possibility. The calculation of the 

emergent energy becomes impossible without the knowledge of intermediate 

angles of scatter. This effectively precludes the assumption of multiple 

scattering in the calculation of albedos. 

The cross section, since the process is one of interaction with 

orbital electrons, would be expected to vary with z (the atomic number) 

Which determines the number of these electrons. However, for heavier 

elements the effect of the binding energy of the innermost electrons 

reduces the cross section for these elements for low energy photons and 

also causes a deviation from the value given above for 'free' electrons 

. for the emergent photon energy. The Klein—Nishina formula indicates that 

the cross section for Compton scattering varies approximately inversely 

with incident photon energy. 

The most important process involving a photon and a nucleus is pair 

-production. Under the action of the intense electrical field surrounding 

the atomic nucleus a photon may be totally absorbed and an electron—positron 

pair emitted. For this to occur the photon energy would need to be 

greater than the rest mass of the pair (1.02 MeV) and any excess would 

appear as kinetic energy of the pair and of the nucleus. The process may 

also take place in the field of an electron although the minimum photon 

energy is doubled in this case. The cross section for pair production is 

proportional to z
2 and also to the photon energy above the minimum. 



The third interaction important for shielding work is the 

photo-electric effect. The photon energy is absorbed by the atom and an 

electron from an inner shell is emitted. The balance of the incident 

photon energy and the binding energy is carried by the ejected electron. 

Conservation of momentum is achieved by the recoil of the atom. The 

atomic cross section for photo-electric interaction varies approximately 

as z4  and E-3. At low energies the cross section shows sharp 

discontinuities corresponding to the binding energies of the K, L, M 

shells, the cross-section rising sharply as the photon has sufficient 

energy to eject electrons from each shell, and it has been shown that 

shells with the highest possible binding energy are preferred. The 

photo-electric effect will be important for heavy elements and low photon 

energies and this has been referred to in the discussion of the lead 

door at the outer end of the entranceway. 

These three processes: Compton scattering, pair production and 

phOto-eleotric effect, account for the majority of interactions between 

gamma rays and matter. A few other processes occur although their 

cross sections are generally small. A low energy photon may be scattered 

by the inner electrons of an atom without any appreciable transfer of 

energy. No electron will be emitted in this process, known as Rayleigh 

scattering, since not even the binding energy will be transferred and 

it follows that the process will only apply to small angles of scatter. 

Such small angles may be found in streaming situations although the 

transition froM Compton to Rayleigh scattering takes place at fairly low. 

energies (Rayleigh scattering accounting for 10% of all scatters at 

0.5 MeV in lead and 150 KeV in iron). An important difference between 

the two processes lies in the fact that Rayleigh scattering takes place 

with electrons bound to the ordered array of atoms and will therefore be 

coherent whilst Compton scattering, taking place with virtually free 

electrons, will not. 



Scattering of,a photon by the nucleus is known as Thomson 

scattering. Whilst the cross section is negligible compared with those 

for Compton and Rayleigh scattering the radiation is coherent with Rayleigh 

scattering and the constructive interference serves to raise the combined 

cross section slightly at larger angles of scattering. A form of 

resonance is also known to occur in the nucleus, this being raised to an 

excited state and then returning. On returning, the excitation energy is 

released as gamma rays and the Doppler shift associated with it has been 

detected. The cross section, however, is very small indeed. 

A further interaction of gamma rays, although of no relevance in this 

work is the photon—neutron reaction with certain nuclei with low binding 

energies. A photon of energy greater than 2.2 MeV may release a neutron 

from deuterium with the energy balance of the photon. This is of importance 

in water moderated reactors where it would be necessary to provide neutron 

shielding and absorbers even after shutdown.. 

For the energies and configurations used in this work Compton 

scattering was certainly the most important gamma interaction. Pair 

production would only have taken place with unscattered quanta.from the 

source whilst the multiply scattered quanta would have been absorbed as a 

result of the photo—electric effect. In the derivation of the albedos used 

in this work appropriate cross sections were used in the Monte Carlo 

programs to establish the probability of emergence of photons at various ' 

angles and energies. The parameters for the Chilton7Huddleston formula 

were then derived by fitting to these Monte Carlo results. However, since 

Monte Carlo data for photons of incident energy less than 0.2 MeV were not 

available, parameters for the albedo formula at these energies had not 

been derived. Whilst it might have been possible to extrapolate the smooth 

curves for these parameters, the increasing importance, at energies of less 

than 0.2 MeV, of the photo—electric effect suggests that such extrapolation 
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would .be unwise. It is known however, that the photo—electric effect 

becomes more important in concrete at about 0.15 MeV, as indicated by a 

steeply rising attenuation coefficient at that point so that the albedos 

would get very small for energies of less than this. The results of the 

calculations described would therefore be pessimistic in keeping a lowest 

energy group with a 0.2 MeV mid band energy. 

. 	After the gamma photon has interacted with either an atom or a part 

of it there will be some secondary radiation which must be absorbed. This 

radiation is normally one or more electrons together with X—rays but could 

also be a positron or a neutron although the latter is not usually 

considered as secondary radiation. Since the electron is charged it can 

cause many more ionizations than the precursive photon Whilst the X—rays 

behave in exactly the same way as gamma rays although their energy is 

generally less. 

A positron will quickly recombine with a free electron, the mass 

reappearing as X—rays in either one or, more often, two quanta as a result 

of the annihilation. This radiation will be emitted randomly so that, even 

if the positron were annihilated immediately, there would be a reduction 

in photon current as a result of pair production and, if two photons are 

emitted, a reduction of at least half in photon energy so that, for 

Shielding purposes, the initial photon can be considered to be absorbed. 

The principal means of reduction of high electron energy is by 

Coulomb forces between the electron and a nucleus leading to acceleration 

of the electron. This acceleration of a charged particle produces 

Bremsstrahlung, or continuous X—rays, although the process requires a high 

energy electron such as 10 MeV in lead or 100 MeV in water. 

An important process, making use of secondary electrons, for the 

detection of gamma rays is the ionization chamber. The secondary electrons 

ionize atoms within the gas leaving a positively charged ion and an 



additional free electron which may then attach itself to a neutral 

Molecule to form a negative ion, also contributing to the current in the 

ionization chamber. If the ionization occurred from an inner electron 

shell then radiation will be emitted as a result of an electron returning 

to the shell. This radiation may be a single quantum or several but will 

in any case be of energy lower than that of the ionizing electron. 

Additionally the X—rays will be emitted isotropically, thus again reducing 

the energy continuing in the forward direction. 

The process of excitation may be utilized in an insulator or 

semiconductor in a similar manner to the ionization chamber. Electrons 

may be lifted into the conduction band where they may be observed by 

applying a potential difference across the material. 

The passage of secondary electrons in some transparent materials 

May cause light emission, or scintillation, to take place as electrons 

in .excited or ionized states return to their ground states. This light 

.emission may be observed visually as may the effects of electron passage 

in a cloud chamber or photographic emulsion, which are both effects of 

ionization. 

In an alkali halide, electrons may be ejected from their ground 

states by the passage of a charged particle in the same way as many other 

materials. However, this group is noted for the fact that electrons 

. return to the ground state in small steps with the emission of visible 

light. In materials such as Lithium Fluoride this return only takes place 

after stimulation with heat enabling a time delay betWeen exposure to 

radiation and observation of the light emission from the 

thermoluminescent material. 

When using a detector which uses the interaction of secondary 

particles to measure gamma intensity it is important to ensure that 
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secondary radiation produced outside the detector and away from the 

position at which the gamma intensity is to be measured do not interact 

within the detector. It is also important to ensure that the photons in 

or around the detector are in equilibrium with their secondary electrons. 

For the latter reason it is essential that there be sufficient material 

either in or around the dosimeter whilst the material surrounding the 

dosimeter is insufficient to absorb the secondary radiation itself. For 

the former reason it would be essential to surround the dosimeter with 

enough material to effectively absorb the external secondary radiations. 

It has been shown that gamma rays deposit absorbed dose in a two 

stage process in which energy is first transferred to charged particles or 

further electromagnetic radiation and the charged particle then deposits 

the energy in the material. In general the doSe absorbed directly from 

the interaction of the photons is small compared with the dose absorbed from 

the secondary particles. 
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Established computing methods in reactor shield design and in interactive graphics have been brought together in a long-term 
study aimed at reducing shield design times by means of direct man—computer interaction. One-dimensional discrete ordinate 
transport theory and two-dimensional diffusion theory have formed the basis of the work described here. 

Graphical assistance to reactor shield design 

A. J. H. Goddard, BSc, PhD, MInstP* 

S. A. Keillor, BESc* 

M. F. Wrigley, BSc* 

In this work some aspects of practical shield design are 
considered, namely how to enable the effect of changes to 
be ascertained rapidly, how to reduce the time spent with 
the computer in reaching a satisfactory solution and how 
to make this choice more reliable by better presentation of 
information. The equally important questions of accuracy 
of the program and its data, and how a reactor shield is 
modelled into a form suitable for the program, have been 
ignored. 

A visual display may be likened to a window into the 
computer, through which complex information may be ap-
preciated in a natural way. Together with this potential 
for rapid appreciation and visualization, there is the ability 
to change the structure under study and repeat a calculation 
or to call down a different section of the program. 

In the methods presented here the results of an initial 
dose rate or flux calculation are displayed in contour form, 
superimposed upon a plan of the shield structure. The 
designer can, on inspection of the results for a particular 
design, alter the dimensions of the shield. Changes may be 
entered using a light pen and keyboard facilities and then 
a new path through the program may be selected by light 
pen. For example, a fresh dose rate calculation might be re-
quired. This interactive process continues until a particular 
design criterion has been satisfied. In this work the criterion 
has been that a chosen dose rate contour should lie within 
a particular plane within the shield. In simple geometries 
there is common ground with existing shield optimization 
codes and this point is discussed further in the Sections 
dealing with calculations in one and two dimensions. 

INFLUENCE OF COMPUTERS 
An obvious feature of the development of computers over 
the last fifteen years has been increase in speed. The com-
puter used in this study has approximately 12 times the speed 

* Nuclear Power Section, Mechanical Engineering Department, Imperial 
College, University of London. 

of the machine available at Imperial College in the mid 1960s, 
namely the IBM 7090. Two options are available resulting 
from this speed increase. Either it may be employed in 
calculations with more sophisticated methods and with 
deeper radiation penetration, or in less complex calculations 
which run for such short times that man—machine interaction 
may become a feature of the design process. It is with the 
latter means of exploiting increased computing power that 
the Authors are concerned. 

In the work described, applications programs called from 
the graphics console are run on the CDC 6600. The CDC 
274 visual display is controlled by a local CDC 1700 com-
puter connected by wideband link to the CDC 6600. A 
20 in. dia. CRT screen is provided with light pen, alpha-
numeric keyboard and a function keyboard. An applica-
tions program on the CDC 6600 running under the control 
of the graphics console will normally be one of up to six 
programs occupying the central memory. This has imposed 
constraints of core occupancy and running times that might 
be relaxed somewhat in equivalent commercial work. These 
constraints have ruled out the use of certain shield design 
methods at this stage. 

The interactive graphic technique has been studied when 
applied to one-dimensional linked neutron-gamma trans-
port theory calculations and to two-dimensional diffusion 
theory calculations for neutrons only. The particular choice 
of one and two-dimensional methods has the advantage 
that both employ a finite difference treatment of the space 
variable and this requires similar techniques in the presenta-
tion of material boundaries and dose rate contours. It may 
be anticipated that future increases in computer speed will 
permit more sophisticated methods, e.g. transport theory 
methods in two dimensions, to make use of the interactive 
graphic input/output techniques and will permit the visual-
ization of dose rates within three-dimensional structures. 

It should be emphasized that the programming of an 
interactive design method is not a simple task. If a system 
is to offer more facilities to the designer, then more time 
must be spent in program development. The cost of graphical 
facilities must be balanced against the reduction in design 
times and the production of a more reliable design. 
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RELATIONSHIP TO OPTIMIZATION METHODS 
While the one-dimensional problem was undertaken as a 
first step towards multi-dimensional problems, it is useful 
to consider the value of graphical presentation in one 
dimension and its relationship to existing methods. Several 
methods have been developed in the United States for shield 
optimization in one dimension. oPEx uses fitted analytical 
relationships between radiation dose and material thickness 
together with the effect of thickness perturbations which 
are obtained from transport theory calculations. The auto-
matic optimization yields the minimum weight or minimum 
cost configuration. ASOP 2  is based upon repeated calcula-
tions with the one-dimensional ANISN 3  program for shields 
with alternating layers of neutron and gamma ray shielding 
material. The effects of perturbations are determined by 
ANISN calculations and a minimum weight design is deter-
mined. UNAMIT 4  uses a built-in exponential attenuation 
analytical model based upon fitting to transport theory 
calculation in performing minimum weight optimization. A 
common feature of these optimization methods is the direct 
use of transport theory to provide data. 

In the example in one dimension to be described there 
is a clear need of assistance to the designer in reaching 
a decision on changes to be made. For more than two mater-
ials, a simplified optimization routine will be needed but 
with the possibility of designer intervention at each stage. 
The advantage of such intervention is that while a built-in 
routine might optimize for, say, minimum weight, the de-
signer might monitor other design constraints such as heat 
deposition rates, damage flux distributions and cost. 
Optimization in two dimensions is at present an unexplored 
area. It may be that intervention by the designer will be 
essential in indicating important points in the dose field 
and also in selecting parts of the shield which would be 
allowed to vary in thickness or composition. 

LINKED NEUTRON AND GAMMA CALCULATIONS 
IN ONE DIMENSION 
As has been mentioned, interactive graphical techniques 
are likely to be of most value in studying complex structures. 
Work has been started with a one-dimensional problem in 
order to study design strategy in simple geometry but with a 
method which makes the fullest use of the main computer 
within the constraints already discussed. The Authors have 
used the Los Alamos code DTF iv' which embodies a discrete 
ordinate (Sn) numerical solution of the transport equation 
and has general anisotropic scattering capability. In this 
method a source problem such as that used is solved by sweep-
ing the combined space/angle mesh for each group beginning 
with that of greater energy. From an initial flux guess, 
based on initial data read in from cards, the boundary 
conditions and the neutron balance within each space/angle 
mesh 'cell', the group flux and downscatters may be ob-
tained by iteration. In the absence of any upward transfer 
in energy through fission there is no requirement for a 
second ' outer ' iteration process. 

The linked neutron-gamma problem was treated as two 
distinct calculations linked only by the secondary gamma 
ray sources arising from thermal neutron capture. Some 
rearrangement of the basic data structure of the original 
discrete ordinate code was required to facilitate the use of  

backing storage. On completion of the discrete ordinate 
neutron calculation all of the information pertinent to the 
neutron problem was transferred to the backing store. The 
secondary gamma rays arising from the (n, y) reactions 
were then determined and the discrete ordinate gamma 
calculation was begun. On its completion the dose resulting 
from both neutrons and gamma rays was summed. This 
combined dose was presented in the form of dose contours 
superimposed on the plan view of the proposed shield dis-
played at the graphics console. During each cycle of the 
calculation there is swapping of information from the 
backing store to the fast store. 

The choice of neutron and gamma ray data for these 
calculations has been partly determined by the restriction 
in running times and storage within which the work was done. 
These restrictions have influenced the number of groups 
used and the representation of the angular distribution of 
scattering. The angular variations of the flux has been treated 
in the S4 approximation and P1 scattering has been assumed. 
For neutron calculations sixteen groups have been used 
based upon the data set of reference (6). Use of these fast 
reactor data, while undoubtedly introducing errors into a 
shielding calculation, resulted in realistic running times for 
the problem. Secondary capture gamma ray source data 
were taken from published work." Gamma rays in a range 
of 10-0.5 MeV have been considered since almost all 
radiation present in a reactor or its shield is below a 10 MeV 
limit while primary radiation below 500 keV is sufficiently 
soft not to impose a significant shielding problem when 
compared with the harder photons. The energy range was 
divided into eleven basic groups in a structure based closely 
on other work." The gamma ray cross-sections were pro-
duced by a modified version of GAMLEG,13  which has been 
extended to calculate the photoelectric and pair-production 
cross-sections for inclusion in the cross-section tables. This 
program prepares group averages of the Legendre moments 
of the Klein—Nishina differential scattering cross-section. 
The output of the code was adapted so as to be compatible 
with the input requirements of the graphics program. The 
conversion of neutron fluxes to dose was based upon the 
recent recommendations set out in reference (11). Flux to 
dose conversion for gamma rays has been based upon the 
work of Claiborne and Trubey " and utilizes the man 
equivalent dose rate concept. 

The core storage allocated to a graphics program has 
been limited to approximately 20 k words of CDC 6600 
memory. This restriction led to extensive use of program 
overlays or `graphic tasks ', seven for the one-dimensional 
problem and seven for the two-dimensional. In running the 
one-dimensional problem with up to 20 space mesh inter-
vals the following division of storage has been employed: 

Basic graphic package 4.2 k 
Data bank 8.3 	k 
Program 6.7 k 

Total 19.2 k 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN PROCEDURES 
Once the graphic job has entered the input queue of the 
computer the first information presented to the user is a 
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Fig. 1. Advice to designer on using the program* 

brief description of the program. This describes the basic 
approach to the problem and gives instruction and advice 
to a new user on the interactive facilities (Fig. 1). When the 
user has read this introduction he uses his light pen to 
indicate this to the computer. Following this, the basic 
neutron data is presented to the designer as shown in Fig. 2. 
Having read the instruction box at the bottom of the dis-
play screen he may now accept the input as previously 
specified by card input or may alter the values before the 
execution of the problem. If the designer decides to alter 
one of the values he picks the particular name with the 
light pen. The computer acknowledges this decision by 
presenting the operator with a light register and a new set 
of instructions. Following the first instruction the designer 
uses the keyboard to input new data; when satisfied with 
the new information as it appears in the register he re-picks 
the variable. The computer takes the new information and 
changes its stored data. This process continues until the 
operator is satisfied with all the input variables. The pick- 

* Figs. 1-8 are representations of the images obtained on the screen. 
The box represents the limits of the screen. 

Fig. 2. Initial data for the neutron calculation 

ing of the COMMENCE CALCULATION button causes 
the analysis program to enter execution. 

During the actual calculation two prompt messages ap-
pear on the screen. The first satisfies the user that his pick-
ing of the COMMENCE CALCULATION button has 
been accepted by the computer and that the correct over-
lay has been entered. The second, WAKE UP, appears 
on the screen approximately fifteen seconds prior to the 
end of the calculation. The user may await the final shield 
display for a total of about sixty seconds for this particular 
problem. 

When the neutron calculation is complete, the input 
data for the gamma ray calculation is displayed on the 
screen in the same manner as the neutron data. The de-
signer repeats a similar procedure for the gamma input as 
was previously described for the neutron data. When satis-
fied with the basic set up of the problem he picks the 
COMMENCE CALCULATION button and awaits the 
appearance of the prompt messages during the computa-
tion. 

With all the analysis complete the screen now becomes the 
designer's drafting board. The results of the summed 
neutron and gamma dose rates are then superimposed on a 
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Fig. 3. Summed dose rates superimposed on one-dimensional shield 
plan 

Fig. 4. Tracking cross positioned upon boundary to be moved 

one-dimensional plan view of the shield displayed on the 
screen as shown in Fig. 3. The display surface is divided 
into two distinct areas; one is usually referred to as the 
working surface, the other the control surface. In the lat-
ter appear all the button menus, light registers, and the 
instruction box, i.e. all the items which give direction to the 
program. The working surface is in effect the designer's piece 
of paper. 

Having observed the results of the calculations, the 
designer may wish to alter the dimensions of the proposed 
shield design. Following the instructions, the designer uses 
his light pen to pick a button from the Menu 1. He is given 
the option of increasing or decreasing the thickness of a 
particular zone by choosing either RIGHT or LEFT. The 
computer accepts this information and presents the user 
with a new set of instructions (Fig. 4). The user picks up 
the tracking cross with the light pen and positions it on the 
boundary to be altered. As instructed, he picks a button 
from the Menu 2 to indicate to the computer the amount 
by which the boundary is to be moved. This pick is processed  

by the computer, the space mesh is then automatically ad-
justed within the application program and the boundary 
is moved on the display screen. The interactive process is 
continued until the designer is satisfied with the alternative 
proposal. When he is ready to begin the analysis again he 
picks the DATA INPUT button; he is again presented 
with the initial neutron data thus completing the first design 
cycle. This process is repeated until the designer is satisfied 
with the proposal. 

INTERACTIVE DESIGN OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
SHIELDS 
In two dimensions the benefits of immediate visualization 
of a dose field relative to the structure and the sources 
which determine it become more marked. The use of two 
dimensions brings with it problems arising from the construc-
tion of the shield plan on the graphics screen and the modi-
fication of this shield. The condensation of the data into a 
form which are easily appreciated visually becomes a more 
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional shield plan 	 Fig. 6. New material co-ordinate value typed into light register 

complex problem. A change to two dimensions from one 
dimension naturally means greater running times for 
equivalent analytical approaches and greater use of storage. 

As in the one-dimensional case, a powerful method com-
patible with the storage and running times limits already 
mentioned has been used. The Authors have used the two-
dimensional multi-group removal/diffusion code Arrow.13  
This code was adapted by Collier and Curtis from an earlier 
two-dimensional code cRAN414  which had provision for 
fission. By eliminating upward transfer in energy between 
groups, the fluxes originating from the source may be cal-
culated group by group from the highest energy downwards, 
resulting in a great increase in speed. The spatial variation 
is treated in finite difference form and material boundaries 
as defined by the finite difference mesh must be parallel to 
one of the two co-ordinate directions. 

ATTOW is ideally suited to conversion to graphics use 
because of the extensive use made of a backing store to hold 
fluxes and constants used in the calculation. Economy in 
the use of core memory is an unavoidable feature of graphics  

work. On the CDC 6600 this backing store takes the form 
of disc files. In particular, material constants and material 
allocation to mesh intervals have been held on disc files in 
this application so as to be available in successive iterations 
on the shield design. 

In making provision to display and change the two-
dimensional shields, use has been made of the Arrow storage 
array which contains effectively an assignment of material 
number to each mesh region. The array which is stored on 
disc file may be updated by the designer using the light pen, 
light register and alphanumeric keyboard. In this first 
example the Authors have restricted themselves to three 
materials and have retained the original ATTOW method of 
assigning materials to mesh regions. This involves building 
up the shield by successively overlaying rectangles of the 
particular materials. Thus the outer material is first assigned 
to all mesh regions. The next material overwrites part of 
this and finally the innermost material, usually that associ-
ated with the source, overwrites a section of the second 
material. Either from initial card input, or via the graphics 
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Fig. 7. Contoured dose rates superimposed upon shield plan 	Fig. 8. Dose rate presentation for amended shield design 

screen, the designer provides the program with these rec-
tangular overlays. The Authors have, at this stage, adopted a 
fixed mesh structure and have forced material boundaries to 
coincide with these. It will, however, be a simple task to 
modify the program to redistribute mesh intervals on the 
basis of chosen boundary positions. 

Figure 5 shows the graphics screen as it appears to the 
designer, either initially or before each pass through the 
applications program during an iterative design process. 
With the aid of a routine to search for and eliminate over-
lapping lines, the shield plan has been drawn, together with 
a presentation of the mesh co-ordinates of lines bounding 
particular material regions. Two light buttons, REGISTER 
and CALCULATE are also displayed. Fig. 6 shows that 
when REGISTER is picked with the light pen, a light regis-
ter appears, into which a new co-ordinate value may be 
typed using the keyboard. Picking REGISTER a second 
time enters the new value into storage, thereby changing 
the material assignment causing the picture to be redrawn. 
At a future date this procedure will be changed so that a 
new physical dimension may be typed in, followed by auto-
matic adjustment of mesh intervals. 

When the button CALCULATE is picked with the ligh 
pen the calculation of flux distribution using the ATTOV 
procedures begins. To display a group flux or a weightei 
sum over the groups, such as dose rate, a contouring routin 
is needed. A new routine has been written to contour ; 
function of two space variables. Given a contour 'height' o 
level the program searches the array of flux or dose value 
and generates a string of co-ordinates representing a con 
tour line for this level. This line is displayed on the scree] 
superimposed upon the shield plan. This process continue 
for all contour lines for each contour level specified. Fig. 
shows dose rate contour levels superimposed upon th 
shield plan. Two light buttons will also be seen : CHANGI 
and PRINT. 

If the designer is satisfied with the information presentee 
on the screen he may pick the button PRINT and the pro 
gram will print fluxes off-line and stop. A tape for off-lin 
hard-copy plotting might also be generated at this point 
Picking the button CHANGE causes the equivalent of Fig 
5 to reappear, and changes to the design may be made a 
has been described. Fig. 8 shows the results of such a `seconi 
iteration' for the three material problem with the fixes 
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source representing fission distributed uniformly in the 
innermost region. A 40 x 25 space mesh has been used but 
with only two energy groups in this development work to 
cut down running times. 

CONCLUSIONS 
For both one and two-dimensional shields the Authors have 
described how a satisfactory design may be achieved in an 
iterative manner by interacting directly with the displayed 
shield plan. In each case the designer was at the console for 
approximately five minutes and the central processor time 
used was approximately 30 seconds. The elapsed time spent 
by the designer in this relatively complicated exercise is at 
least an order of magnitude less than would be the case 
using the batch processing mode. The exercise is also less 
prone to error arising from inspection of large quantities 
of printed information. 

Graphical methods show potential for reducing design 
times and increasing reliability in shield design. These 
developments are closely linked to the increase in speed of 
large computers and it has been shown that, at the present 
time, one-dimensional transport theory and two-dimensional 
diffusion theory have such short running times with certain 
problems as to make such man–machine interaction of 
benefit. As more efficient shielding methods are developed 
and there is a need to analyse structures of greater com-
plexity, then the need for rapid visualization of such struc-
tures and related dose fields will become greater. 
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Abstract - Interactive Computer  Graphics Applied to  Shield 
Design 
A study is reported of the use of interactive 

computing techniques, together with the use of a visual 
display unit, in shield design. The particular application 
is to the design of cells containing gamma-ray sources. 
Experimental measurements are also reported which were made 
in a cell/labyrinth configuration with the object of evalua-
ting the model used to represent gamma-ray streaming. 

L'Utilisation de Methodes Graphiques dans la Realisation des  
Protection  
Une etude sur l'utilisation de methodes graphiques 

sur ordinateur, et sur l'utilisation d'une unit de display 
visuel, dans la realisation des protection. L'application 
traitee est la realisation de cellules qui contiennent des 
sources,  de rayons gamma. ,Les mesures exp6rimentales sont 
aussi d6crites qui ont ete prises sur une configuration 
cellule/labyrinthe dans le but d'4valuer le modle utilise 
pour representer la canalisation de rayons gamma. 
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1. 	Introduction  

The possible advantages of interactive working, by 
means of teletype or alpha-numeric terminals, with applications 
programmes running on large, fast computers are well-known. 
These advantages include the reduction of design times and the 
possibility of rapid study of design changes. A shield design 
will always be severely constrained by other engineering con-
siderations relating to the overall plant arrangement and these 
will change as the design proceeds. It is in the nature of 
interactive working that excessive demands should not be placed 
upon the computer, either in running time or core storage 
requirements. Thus in certain cases simplified models may have 
to be used. 

The availability of a graphical display with light 
pen and keyboard facilities makes possible interactive working 
when both shield structure and dose field have a complex form. 
Here visual appreciation may lead to easier decision taking and 
to designs which are less prone to data and numerical errors. 
A feature that leads to economic use of the computer is the 
ability to seek immediate presentation of more information at 
chosen points in the structure and to alter the program flow 
in the light of this information. For example, in the method 
to be described an uncollided flux distribution may be inspec-
ted before the main calculation of scattered radiation distri-
butions is initiated. 

In this work the Imperial College CDC 274 graphics 
terminal has been used. This is controlled by a CDC 1700 (which 
also performs batch processing) and applications tasks are 
carried out by a remote CDC 6600. The designer controls pro-
gram flow from the screen by identifying structural elements, 
data items or messages ('light buttons') on the screen by 
'picking' them with a light pen. By using an alpha-numeric 
keyboard new geometrical, albedo or other data may be fed into 
'light registers' on the screen. After inspection, a light pen 
pick may be used to initiate the desired change to displayed 
structure or related data. 

From earlier studies by the present authors /-1_./ it 
became apparent that, on the grounds of running times for 
realistic cases and the element of geometrical complexity 
involved, that neutron and gamma ray streaming problems were 
well suited to the interactive graphical approach. The parti-
cular application reported here is to the gamma ray shielding 
design of the I.F.D. cell, which is a cell for the dismantling 
of irradiated fuel stringers from an A.G.R. reactor. 

Analysis of the I.F.D. cell, illustrated in Figure 1 
and which will be described in more detail in Section 2, has 
been treated as a two-dimensional or 'slot' problem. A two-
dimensional version of the multigroup iterative albedo code 
MULTISORD / 21 has been modified both to include a discrete 
source and to interface with graphical routines to display 
room, labyrinth and related numerical data, to control program 
flow and to permit the display•of results at selected points. 
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Preliminary experimental work aimed at validating the 
method has been carried out using thermo-luminescent dosimeters 
in a Cobalt - 60 irradiation facility at Imperial College. This 
facility (illustrated in Figure 2) has a geometry similar to the 
I.F.D. cell, although both cell floor and ceiling are of con-
crete, whereas in the I.F.D. cell the floor is effectively 
transparent to source gamma rays. Measured dose rates along the 
labyrinth have been compared with the predictions of the modi-
fied MULTISORD program and simplified three dimensional 'duct' 
calculations have also been performed to estimate the magnitude 
of floor and ceiling scattering contributions to labyrinth dose 
rates. 

2. The I.F.D. Cell  

The irradiated fuel dismantling (I.F.D.) cell shown 
in Figure 1 is part of the central block services of an A.G.R. 
reactor. The complete fuel stringer is contained within a 
shielded tower and the cell itself defined by a thin steel floor 
and concrete ceiling. By means of manipulators and a viewing 
window the operator transfers the fuel from the stringer to 
bottles which are despatched via a chute to the cooling pond. 
Access to this cell for maintenance of the equipment is via a 
labyrinth, closed at the outer end by a lead door. The initial 
considerations in the design are those involved in the passage 
of the fuel from the charge machine to the cooling pond. This 
locates the cell in the central block at a height determined by 
the length of the stringer and the height of the charge face. 
Civilngineering considerations then impose certain constraints 
on the general layout and design of the cell whilst taking into 
account general shielding principles such as the number of legs 
that would probably be required in the entrance way. At this 
stage the shield designer may take the layout and perform cal-
culations with the objective of meeting a prescribed dose level 
at the exit door by modifying labyrinth or cell arrangement. 
Further such calculations will be required following design 
changes in other plant features which affect the cell layout or 
function. 

It is with the object of making these calculations 
more efficient that this work was undertaken. A number of sim-
plified kernel methods are available for performing such calcu-
culations for example the methods of Stephenson / 3._/ and 
Wijker / 4 7, but these tend not to yield mutually consistent 
results and the necessary corrections are not obvious. The ad-
option of a more thorough method should permit design decisions 
to.be made with confidence. 

3. The Addition of an Internal Source Option to MULTISORD  

After a study of alternative approaches, the cell con-
taining the fixed gamma-ray sources was incorporated into the 
MULTISORD calculation and treated in the same way as individual 
legs of the labyrinth. This involved the addition of a 'dummy' 
leg to close the otherwise open end of the cell / 51. This 
approach resulted in a realistic angular distribution of gamma 
rays entering the mouth of the labyrinth after scattering by the 
cell walls. As has already been stated, the multigroup 'slot' 
version of the MULTISORD program, in which floor and ceiling 

. scattering was neglected, was used for the majority of calcu-
lations. 
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A new routine was writtento determine the uncollided 
current incident upon the walls from the source and an albedo 
scheme, consistent with the MULTISORD albedo scheme, was used 
to estimate the currents re-entering the system due to this 
incident current. This current was then considered to be a 
source current from the walls in the subsequent MULTISORD cal-
culation. The program then treated the entire system as an 
ordinary slot and yielded doses at the intersections of the 
legs and at the exit from the labyrinth for display on the 
screen. Where a particular dose point is exposed to uncollided 
gamma rays from the source the contribution of this direct com-
ponent was included in the dose. 

Following this preliminary presentation the designer 
may request more information. He may wish to know the flux or 
dose energy spectrum at each of the dose points or the paths 
by which the majority of the total flux is reaching the point. 
He may also require a more detailed knowledge of the dose 
spatial distribution and would then request additional dose 
points in a particular leg. Performed in this way, the calcu-
lation requires less storage than if performed in the usual 
sequential manner. The designer may thus request progressively 
more information until he is able to either improve the design 
or is satisfied with it. 

Two restrictions in the present program should be 
mentioned. The allocation of elementary areas to leg walls 
has been made automatic, to be compatible with the interactive 
method of working and this prevents the detailed partitioning 
Of the area boundaries. Work is in progress to include in the 
interactive procedure the calculation of the leakage flux pas-
sing directly through the labyrinth wall from the cell. At the 
present time the program considers only uncollided and wall 
scattered components. 

4. 	Comparison of Model Productions with Experimental 
Measurements  

In the absence of published experimental data on 
gamma ray streaming down a labyrinth giving access to a room 
containing a source, dose measurements were undertaken in the 
Co - 60 irradiation facility at Imperial College. Cell, laby-
rinth and source position are shown in Figure 2. The measure-
ments, together with the associated calculations, were under-
taken to give confidence in the theoretical model and also to 
throw light on possible deficiencies in a 'slot' model when 
applied in a situation where roof and floor scattering were 
more important than for the I.F.D. cell. 

The cell, composed of concrete, is 3.4 m. long, 
3.8 m. wide and 3 m. high. Leading from the cell is a laby-
rinth 1.3 m. wide, normally closed at the outer end by a 
sliding lead door. A feature of the labyrinth which raises 
some modelling difficulties is the irregularity of the outer 
corner, which may be seen in Figure 2. The Co - 60 source is 
in the form of twelve cylinders arranged in two circular arrays 
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one above the other. The two arrays are enclosed in six stain-
less steel transport tubes to form a source of radius 25 cm. 
and height 18 cm; one tube may, if required, be operated inde-
pendently. 

At the time of the measurements the source strength 
was 6,500 Ci. Source self absorption_effects upon dose have 
been estimated to be 18% (Lindstrom / 6 7). Dose measurements 
within the labyrinth were made with thermo-luminescent dosi-
meters (T.L.D.). Calibration measurements were made within the 
cell using only one of the si Co - 60 tubes; the measurements 
covered the dose range 1 - 10 R. Dose calibration was based 
upon the source yield and known self absorption. Within the 
labyrinth measurements were made both along the walls and along 
the axis at mid-height. Particular attention was paid to the 
irregularities at the outer corner. Discs of LiF-7 enclosed in 
Teflon were irradiated for twenty minutes with all Co - 60 
sources in the active position. Check irradiations were made 
to determine the vertical variation of dose rate along the 
labyrinth; no systematic differences were observed between 
floor, ceiling and mid-height dose rates. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison between experimental 
and measured dose rates along the axis of the labyrinth, together 
with the simplified cell/labyrinth geometry used in the calcu-
lation. The three major simplifications are, neglecting ceiling 
and floor scattering in cell and labyrinth, approximatb‘ the 
stepped outer corner by a single 45°  wall section and rEstly 
approximating the source by a point source of the same output. 
In the first section AB of the labyrinth the dose is dominated 
by uncollided gamma rays from the source and measured and calcu-
lated doses are in excellent agreement. However legs BC and CD 
are exposed only to scattered radiation and a large discrepancy 
between experiment and theory exists in leg BC; this discrepancy 
becomes less along leg CD. 

In order to investigate this discrepancy a calculation 
was carried out to determine the contribution to the total dose 
from the floor and ceiling areas using a three-dimensional or 
'duct' version of the MULTISORD program . This necessitated the 
remodelling of the system to eliminate the oblique angle, replac-
ing this leg with a right angled corner. By comparing the result 
with those from a 'slot' calculation for identical geometry the 
wall and ceiling contribution was estimated at three points as 
shown in Figure 3. This indicates that floor and ceiling scatt-
ering largely accounts for the discrepancy and that this contri-
bution will be greatest at the inner end of the labyrinth. 

5. 	Interactive Graphical Facilities and Design Procedures  

In the course of optimising an arrangement such as the 
Co - 60 cell the designer will be presented with options to 
display and change numerical or geometrical data or to call down 
new sections of program. 
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When the program has completed compilation the tasks 
in the program are re-ordered so that they may be recalled in 
any order by name. The first task is then entered and the 
designer may take his place at the screen. Data may be 
changed at this point and prompts on the screen indicate the 
action required from the designer. 

Once the designer is satisfied that the data is 
correct a plan of the cell and labyrinth may be requested. 
If the plan presented on the screen is not as intended it 
may be amended with the aid of light pen, light buttons and 
alpha-numeric keyboard. A grid may be superimposed; this is 
useful particularly in positioning the source. Horizontal 
and vertical scales of the picture may also be changed inde-
pendently in order to make the best use of available screen 
area. The screen is divided into a working area bounded by 
a scaled frame, a message area displaying data and messages 
to the designer and a control area where light buttons and 
registers are displayed. 

When satisfied with both numerical and geometrical 
data the designer may initiate the MULTISORD calculation, 
selecting options such as control of printed output by using 
a 'function' keyboard. At this stage the uncollided distri-
bution from the source may be displayed and the program will 
then wait until told to proceed while the designer assesses 
the relative importance of this component. If the design is 
judged unsatisfactory at this stage the task concerned with 
geometry changes may be recalled. Otherwise the full calcu-
lation may be proceeded with to display the dose at the leg 
intersections and mouth of the labyrinth. 

At this point the designer has several options. The 
problem may be considered complete and either the next case 
read on or the graphics session terminated. A hard copy plot 
of the screen contents may be requested. The previous case 
may be re-run, in which case the designer will be asked whether 
he wishes to change the numerical or geometrical data before 
being passed back to the appropriate earlier task. The program 
may be asked to compute additional dose points filling in bet-
ween those already computed or further information may be 
requested concerning one particular dose point. 

A request for further information concerning a dose 
point will cause a message to be displayed asking that the 
point be picked with the light pen. A breakdown for this 
point into flux or dose components for the various energy 
groups is then displayed together with options to return to 
the previous option set, to obtain a hard copy plot or to 
display spatial information for this dose point in a chosen 
energy group. This information may take the form of flux 
kernels to the dose point from each elementary wall area 
'seen' by the dose point, corresponding emergent currents or 
as a product of these. In each case this data is displayed 
superimposed on the particular elementary area of the wall. 
Here the designer may obtain a hard copy plot or return to 
the previous option set. Figure 4 is such a hard-copy plot 
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generated directly from the graphics screen and shows the 
Cobalt - 60 cell with wall current-kernel products seen by 
the second dose point in the labyrinth. In generating 
Figure 5 the option to seek more dose points in the third 
leg of the labyrinth has been used; for the third of these 
points currents emergent from wall elementary areas seen by 
this point have been requested. Having obtained this 
detailed information the designer may recall the particular 
task and make modifications to cell or labyrinth. The case 
may then be re-run, omitting those stages which are un-
necessary. 

Figure 6 shows a hard-copy plot of calculated dose 
distributions along the labyrinth axis of the I.F.D. cell. 
In building up this detailed distribution the facility for 
seeking additional dose points along selected legs of the 
labyrinth has been used and superimposed on the same hard-
copy plot. The dose rate at the labyrinth exit is calculated 
to be 690 mR. Seeking a dose breakdown at this point into 
energy groups shows that this is due to low energy gamma rays, 
readily attenuated by the lead door. The I.F.D. cell is an 
existing installation, but in the case of a new design the 
interactive program could be used in a rapid study leading 
to an optimum cell arrangement. 
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Computer aided design of 
nuclear reactor shielding 
A. J. H. Goddard, S. A. Keillor and M. F. Wrigley 

A study of the use of interactive computer graphics as an aid to nuclear 
reactor shield design is in progress in the Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment of Imperial College, London. At present both one-dimensional and 
two-dimensional numerical techniques for calculating radiation transport 
have been used as the basis of the method. The work reported here has 
utilized the Imperial College Control Data Corporation 274 terminal linked 
to a CDC 6600 computer. Techniques which have been developed to 
create and change a displayed shield structure are discussed. A new two-
dimensional contouring routine, which has been written for the presentation 
of calculated dose rates, is described, together with its use in stereoscopic 
presentation of contours. 

The interactive graphics system 

The Control Data Corporation interactive graphics system 
was designed to permit real-time use of a large computer by a 
graphics console operator without degrading appreciably the 
operating system. Interactive graphics accomplishes this by 
using a small machine, a CDC 1700 computer with 32k 
memory of 16 bit words, to control the basic functions of the 
graphics hardware; hence only the more difficult manipula-
tions and the mathematical work required by the application 
program demand the attention of the larger computer. 

The Digigraphics 274 display console connected to the 
smaller computer permits the user to create, display, store, 
retrieve, and modify any graphic forms necessary for an active 
analysis of the problem, while at the same time permitting the 
1700 system to carry on with its other duties as related to the 
parent machine. The system can process the types of program 
usually run in a normal batch-processing mode and provides 
the user with much greater flexibility in his relationship with 
the computer than batch processing normally allows. 

Imperial College operates on a remote basis from the central 
computing centre under the hardware configuration shown in 
Figure 1. The graphics software system functions as two 
separate but communicating packages of routines, one in the 
6600 computer, the other in the 1700, as is illustrated in 
Figure 2. Because graphics programs require a real-time en-
vironment a control point must be dedicated to the exclusive 
use of an active graphics system; at the same time a specified 
amount of core must be allocated to the graphics terminal if 
it is to work in a real time. The upper limit of central memory 
allotted for our use has to be set at 20k. 

The 500 mm diameter circular cathode ray tube is a preci-
sion, high-resolution unit having a nearly flat display surface 
to minimize parallax error. The tube is coated with a two-layer 
P7 phosphor. One layer produces a blue-violet light with short 
persistence to facilitate light-pen tracking; the other produces  

yellow-green light and has a longer persistence to eliminate 
flicker. With a continuously refreshed display, the light from 
both phosphor components combines to appear light blue to 
the human eye. The controls available to the console operator 
include keyboards, light pen, light registers, and light button. 
The light registers and light buttons are defined by the applica-
tion program and appear on the c.r.t. The 16-key function box 
can be used to indicate to the application program that a 
particular operation is requested. All keys can be given func-
tion assignments by the application program; a change in the 
status of a key produces an interrupt at the 1744 controller, 
the graphics controller. The basic graphics package, the CDC 
graphics routines, permits the program to interrogate the key 
pattern which results in a directive to the program. The alpha-
numeric keyboard device provides typewriter-like symbolic 
input directly from the display console. Each key causes an 
interrupt at the 1744 controller and enters an 8 bit ASCII 
character code in the left-hand portion of a status word that 
is fetched by the 1700 package. The characters are collected 
into line images and displayed on the console screen in the 
currently defined light register. For the information in the 
register to be meaningful to the application program, it must 
itself request the information through the appropriate pro-
gram calls. 

The light pen has two functions: tracking and picking. 
Tracking may be used to place a light source, the tracking 
cross, at any desired position on the screen. Picking may be 
used to select a display entity or to define a point on the display 
entity. The light register allows the user to input and retrieve 
alpha-numeric information. The number and locations of the 
registers are defined by the application program. The system 
will define its own light register at the centre of the screen for 
error messages. The light buttons are light spots on the console 
screen and are usually identified by an alpha-numeric string 
of characters; but, any display entity or physical control key 
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can also be defined as a light button. Buttons are used to 
initiate tasks. 

The application routines 
The linked neutron/gamma-ray method is a modified version 
of the Los Alamos DTF IV program.1  This code was designed 
to solve the multi-group one-dimensional Boltzmann transport 
equation, including anisotropic scattering, by the method of 
discrete ordinates. 

The two-dimension neutron code, ATTOW 2  solves the 
multi-group diffusion equation for non-multiplying media. 

There may be up to 100 x 100 mesh points over a rectangle, 
within which materials may be mapped out as required. Any 
distribution of neutron sources may be specified and any 
number of energy groups used. Both this and the one-dimen-
sional methods use a finite-difference mesh to represent spatial 
variation. 

These two codes represent current practice for calculating 
radiation transport in one- and two-dimensional nuclear 
reactor shields. They are successively better approximations 
to the real three-dimensional design problem. In the discussion 
which follows we have not dealt with the decision-making 
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proc;ess leading to the choice of a particular change to dis
played shield geometry. This decision becomes more complex 
as we move from one to two to three dimensions. Even with the 
one-dimensional problem, simple optimization methods will 
be needed to assist this decision process when the shield com
prises more than one material. 

One-dimensional graphics 
An interactive graphics program is generally more complex 
than the usual computer program unless its sole function is to 
display a single picture. If a program also defines and mani
pulates related data, the complexity of the program rapidly 
increases. The first information presented to the user is a brief 
description of the program. This discusses the basic approach 
to the problem and gives some instruction and advice to a new 
user as to the interactive nature of the program. When the 
user has read this introduction and is satisfied that he under
stands the instructions, he uses his light pen to indicate this to 
the computer (Figure 3). The initial set-up of the linked 
neutron gamma-ray problem is by card input. Once all the 
data has been read in and verified by the program the first 
menu appears on the screen. This is a set of nine light buttons 
displaying some of the initial input information for the console 
operator. If he is satisfied with the statement of the problem 
as presented he uses his light pen to pick the 'commence 
calculation' button which causes the first stage of the analysis 
program to be entered; if, however, he wishes to alter any of 
the input parameters he may do so by means of the light pen, 
light register and alpha-numeric keyboard. Using the light pen 
he points to the variable which he has decided to change and 
depresses the switch on the side of the pen. This sends a 
graphics interrupt to the 1744 controller. The 1700 routines 
process this interrupt and queue the information to await the 
demand of the 6600 computer. When the application program 
takes the information, it sends out a request to the console 
which is handled by the 6600. In this case a light register 
appears to the right of the previously designated button as 
shown in Figure 4. The operator now uses the keyboard to 
type in the desired change of information. When he is satisfied 
with the alteration, he re-picks the variable with the light pen. 
This action sends an interrupt to the 1744 controller which, 
when processed by the 1700 routine, is queued to await the 
6600. The 6600 takes in the new information, decodes the 
presented character string and alters the value in store. Having 
accepted the new value of the variable, the 6600 issues a 
graphics request to have the old value erased and replaced by 
the new. This is a simple example of light-pen/console/com
puter interaction which illustrates the basic operation of the 
interactive system. 

Once the main analysis program has been entered, several 
'prompt' buttons appear on the screen as the program is 
executed. These button messages maintain a contact between 
the designer and the application program during its execution. 

At this point all of the neutron information which may be 
required by future calculations is put out to the backing store. 
The new gamma-ray sources are read in from cards and over
laid on top of the initial portion of the old neutron data block. 
These new sources are also duplicated in the backing store at 
this time in order to have the original gamma-ray sources 
available for future calculations. The secondary gamma-ray 
sources resulting from the thermal neutron captures are cal
culated and added to the gamma-ray sources. The remainder 
of the data required for the gamma calculation is now read in, 
overlaid in the data block and duplicated in the backing store. 
The entire transport calculation process is repeated for the 
gamma radiation. The gamma problem as it has been set up is 
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Figure 4 Application program data with light register. 
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Figure 5 Working surface with shield plan and dose 
contours, together with control surfaces. 

now presented to the designer; after his inspection and ap
proval of the parameters, the computation is begun. As the 
computer progresses it will transmit its status messages to the 
operator. During the final stages of execution all gamma-ray 
information is put out to backing store with the exception of 
the source terms, and the combined neutron and gamma-ray 
dose rate is determined. 

The display screen now becomes the designer's drafting 
board. The organization of the screen is completely up to the 
designer at the time of programming. The following screen 
lay-out was used because it was felt that this particular plan 
was best suited to our problem in that it permitted a maximum 
use of the available area, yet helped the operator to avoid 
addressing grid co-ordinates off the visible screen. A working 
surface was centred on the circular display with the control 
surface in the segments around the periphery of the tube. In 
general the working surface is reserved for the display of 
graphic forms and the control surface is reserved for prompt 
buttons, light buttons and the tracking cross. The plan of the 
screen as it appears to the designer after the analysis- is com
plete is as illustrated in Figure 5. On the working surface is 
a plan view of the proposed shield; superimposed on the 
structure are the resulting dose-rate contours; these contours 
are represented as dashed lines to distinguish them from the 
solid-line shield boundaries. To the right of and below the 
working area are two control surfaces. Using the light pen, 
tracking cross and button menu the designer will begin alter
ing his initial proposal in an attempt to satisfy his design 
criteria. 

Having studied the results of his initial proposal the designer 
may decide to alter the boundaries of his shield. Moving to the 
control surface at the right he picks a button to indicate the 
direction in which he wishes the boundary to be moved; that 
is either to the 'right' or to the 'left'. With the light pen he 
picks up the tracking cross and positions it on the boundary 
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he intends to change. Going to the button menu at the bottom 
of the screen, menu 2, he uses his light pen to indicate to the 
computer the amount by which the boundary is to be moved. 
Once the button information has been received by the 6600, it 
calculates the new boundary position in terms of the screen 
co-ordinates and real dimensions. Using the new screen co
ordinates the specified boundary is,moved to its new position; 
at the same time the actual shield dimension displayed on the 
screen is erased and the new value written below the displayed 
boundary. The designer continues this process until he is 
satisfied with the presented plan. If at any time he wishes to 
view the design as it has been presented fOt the last calculation 
he picks the 'restart' button in the control area at the right of 
the viewing surface and the original plan view appears on the 
screen. When the designer is satisfied with the revised plan he 
picks the 'data input' button. 

The application program now prepares all the information 
required for the second pass. The space mesh intervals must 
be re-computed for the new design; the data blocks for both 
neutron and gamma-ray problems updated and the neutron 
information read in from backing store. With the revised data 
banks the program begins with an initial display of the prob
lem and continues through the analysis as previously described. 
For each complete cycle the designer may wait a total of about 
60 sec for the shield analysis to be completed. 

The particular method employed for altering the boundary 
positions has been based on considerable thought and ex
periment. It was decided to use the tracking cross to indicate 
a specified boundary because once the boundary has been 
moved the cross serves as marker of the previous position and 
helps to give the designer a feel for the alteration. Light-pen 
input of the desired amount of movement was employed to 
assist the operator in a natural flow of his work. Since he 
already has the light pen in hand it is only natural to continue 
his work with it. If the input had been by alpha-numeric key
board and light register it would require a light-pen pick to 
request the register; the designer would then have to put down 
the pen to type in the new data and pick it up to continue with 
his design, causing unnecessary bother to him and interrupting 
his train of thought. It may be that this limited menu does not 
give the operator complete freedom in the boundary move
ment but the selection has been made sufficiently large to give 
ample choice. 

Design study of a shield by 
two-dimensional graphics 

The two-dimensional program as written was ideally suited 
for use with a system which relies heavily on its backing store 
when large data quantities are involved. A TTOW was pro
grammed to hold its fluxes, constants and material allocations 
to mesh intervals in this matter. These arrays stored on disc 
file can be updated by the operator using the light pen, light 
register and alpha-numeric keyboard at the console. 

The shield structure results from the successively overlying 
rectangles of particular materials; in the present model an 
arbitrary limit of three materials has been set. The outer 
material is first assigned to all mesh regions; the next material 
overwrites a portion of this and then the innermost material 
overwrites a segment of the second. Once all the input data 
has satisfied the various internal checks of the program, the 
proposed shield plan is presented to the designer. Figure 6 
shows the graphic screen as it appears to the designer, either 
initially or at the start of each pass through the program. 

If the designer should desire to amend his proposal he may 
do so at this point by picking with the light pen the register 
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Figure 6 Initial presentation of two-dimensional shield 
plan. 

button. In response to his request a light register appears. 
Using the alpha-numeric keyboard the operator types in the 
new mesh co-ordinates of the boundary; by re-picking the 
register button the new values are entered in store and the 
shield plan is amended. Once satisfied with the proposal he 
picks the 'calculate' button with the light pen and the calcu
lation of the fluxes with the A TTOW procedure begins. A new 
contouring routine was written so that the dose-rate contours 
throughout the shield could be superimposed upon the plan 
view of the shield as shown in Figure 7. 

If the designer is satisfied with the results of his proposal he 
may pick the 'print' button which executes the specified output 
option. If, however, the suggested design has not met all of 
the design requirements, the operator picks the 'change' 
button. This results in the equivalent of Figure 6 appearing on 
the screen and the designer proceeds to modify the plan as 
previously described. 

In the two-dimensional problem the light-register/alpha
numeric-keyboard method of inputting information was 
adopted because it was found to be one of the best methods of 
accommodating the more complex two-dimensional problem. 
For the present, a fixed mesh structure has been adopted and 
the material boundaries have been forced to coincide with 
these. 

A special graphics routine to prevent the double displaying 
of coincident material boundaries was also incorporated in 
this program, as excessively intense displaying of an item on 
the screen, overwriting, could cause phosphor damage to the 
cathode ray tube. 

Two-dimensional contouring 

The two-dimensional contouring program was written in 
order that a concise pictorial representation of the dose levels 
throughout the shield configuration could be presented. In 
view of the small amount of published information on con
touring procedures a general description of the program and a 
flow diagram have been included (Figure 8). This flow diagram 
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was generated with the aid of a new interactive graphics flow
charting routine (Keillor4

) which produces high-quality hard
copy output. In the development of the routine the work of 
DayofP was found to be of assistance. However, a somewhat 
different approach to the problem was adopted in that once a 
line was begun the program tended to sit on the contour as it 
was traced out. The sub-routine now written generates a table 
giving the contour level, the number of points in the line, and 
a list of the x- and y-co-ordinates of successive points on each 
contour line. 

The program first determines where a particular contour 
level would either start or finish around the periphery of the 
matrix. A scan of the internal elements is then conducted to 
ascertain the existence of any island contours. Having thus 
compiled a list of points which must be included in one of the 
contour lines for that particular level, the program then begins 
to trace out the contours. Once started, a contour line is ter
minated only when the scan extends beyond the edge of the 
matrix or when the scan has run full cycle and encountered its 
starting point. With a line scan complete, a cross-correlation 
of the initial scan list with the points included in the present 

Figure 7 Two-dimensional shield plan with dose con
tours marked. 
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Figure 8 Flow diagram of the new contouring routine. 

contour line is conducted and any duplicate elements are then 
removed from the first list. A second search begins using the 
next point in the initial list. The entire process is repeated until 
all possible points have been accounted for. The contour level 
is then incremented and the operation repeated. Because of the 
limitation of the available store a smoothing routine was not 
incorporated. 

Optional methods of output 

When the designer is satisfied with the shield configuration he 
can request a hard-copy drawing as well as the usual off-line 
printed output. The design drawing is produced by the King-
matic flat-bed plotter. The operator has a choice of four pen 
colours and three paper sizes. The accuracy of the plotter is 
±0.002 in (50/im). 

The designer is faced with the problem of visualizing a 
three-dimensional map and we have experimented with the 
possibility of making an anaglyph map of the two-dimensional 
dose-contour display. Drawing a stereoscopic model in which 
every feature has its correct apparent height is a task well 
suited to the computer drafting machine. The relief is obtained 
by drawing the object twice, once in red and once in green and 
viewing the combined picture through red and green filters. 
Each point or line must be displaced sideways from its true 
position by an amount proportional to its apparent vertical 
displacement; the line joining the eyes must be parallel to this 
displacement. If the drawing is rotated through 90°, the 
stereoscopic effect is lost; rotating through 180° is equivalent 
to turning the spectacles; when this is done hills become 
valleys and valleys become hills. This added dimension gives 
the designer a real feel for the dose or flux distribution through 
the shield. 
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN OF NUCLEAR REACTOR SHIELDING 

A.J.H. Goddard, S.A. Keillor and M.F. Wrigley 

Interactive graphical techniques when applied to 
suitable cases in engineering design lead to reduced design 
times and to a more effective design. 	They may be regarded 
as a powerful aid in the decision-making process. 	This 
paper describes work on the application of graphical methods 
to the design of radiation shields which has been in progress 
at Imperial College since 1968. 	Geometrical complexity of a 
typical shield and the need to visualise radiation dose rates' 
in more than one dimension leads naturally to the graphical 
approach. The fact that dose at a point is not simply 
related to shield dimensions means that the design process is 
an iterative one, well suited to man-computer interaction. 

In each of the three applications to be described the 
basic approach is the same. A plan of the particular shield 
structure is created on the graphics screen. 	An applications 
task is then initiated, the course of which may be monitored 
or even controlled by the designer. Where appropriate the 
resulting dose field is then contoured and these contours 
superimposed upon the displayed shield plan. 	The designer 
must then reach a decision, in the light of known criteria,. 
on how to change the shield geometry. 	This change is made 
by a light pen, tracking cross and keyboard. The applica-
tions task may then be called down again. 

Equipment 	There is at Imperial College a CDC 1700 which, • . 
among other tasks, controls the basic functions of the graph-
ics hardware for the CDC 274 graphics terminal which we have 
used in this work. A wide-band link connects the 1700 to 
the University of London CDC 6600, five miles away. 	The 274 
terminal is equiped with 20" C.R.T. screen, light pen, alpha-
numeric and function keyboards. 

A graphics program running on the 6600 will normally be 
one of up to 6 programs occupying central memory. 	Because a 
graphics program requires a real-time environment a 'control 
point' must be dedicated exclusively to graphics use. 	These 
constraints have resulted in an upper limit of 20K of central 
memory being allocated and have, together with the speed of 
response requirements of interactive graphics, necessitated 
careful selection of applications methods. 

A.J.H. Goddard, S.A. Keillor and M.F. Wrigley are with the 
Imperial College of Science and Technology, in the Mechanical 
Engineering Department. 
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Desi n of One-Dimensional Shields In setting up a design 
method for one dimensional slab) shields which makes use of 
graphics we have incorporated the most powerful method of 
analysis consistent with acceptable wait times for the 
designer. 	The d screte ordinates transport theory code 
DTF IV (1) has been modified extensively for this purpose to 
yield both neutron and gamma ray doses from a linked 
calculation and also heat deposition rates. 	Extensive use 
has been made of backing store, both for holding 'graphic 
tasks' (overlays) not in use and for storing gamma ray data 
between different stages of the calculation. 

After initial data has been supplied by card input the 
designer is first presented with a brief description and 
instructions for the program. 	When he has indicated by light 
pen that he understands the instructions, sets of light 
buttons are displayed which summarise the basic data and 
numerical approximations to be used in the neutron and gamma 
calculations. 	Picking a particular button permits new data 
to be entered via the keyboard. 	When a COMMENCE CALCULATION 
button is picked the numerical calculation begins, the 
progress of which is indicated.by the appearance of prompt 
buttons. 	The user may await the final shield display shown 
in figure 1 for a total of about sixty seconds for this 
particular problem. 

On a central working surface is shown a two -material 
slab shield. 	Superimposed on this are contour lines 
representing the sum of neutron and gamma dose rates arising 
from a fixed gamma source and from radiative neutron capture 
within the shield. 	Around the periphery of the working 
surface are two light button menus, a responsive instruction 
box and a tracking cross. Using the menu on the right the 
user has the option of modifying basic data, changing the 
shield or proceeding to hard-copy printing. 	To change the 
shield the designer picks either RIGHT or LEFT. 	He then 
moves the tracking cross to the particular boundary and uses 
the lower light button menu to indicate the amount by which 
the boundary should be moved. 	Re-adjustment of the finite 
difference space mesh, modification of the displayed shield 
and updating of data blocks for both neutron and gamma-ray 
calculations then proceeds automatically. 	By picking the 
DATA INPUT button a second cycle of computation and 
presentation is begun. 	This procedure continues until the 
designer is satisfied with the design. 

*Interactive Design of Two Dimensional Bulk Shields For the 
design of bulk shielding in two dimensions we have again used 
a finite difference treatment of the spatial variation. 	How- 
ever, a multi-group diffusion theory treatment of radiation 
penetration based upon the method of Collier and Curtis (2) 
has been used rather than transport theory. Figure 2 shows 
the initial presentation of a shield plan where region 3 
contains a uniform source of neutrons. The object here is to 

select the length of wall 2 to give a particular radiation 
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level at a chosen point beyond the wall. 

Physical dimensions of the different material regions 
are displayed to the left of the plan. Around the boundary 
of the plan are shown the finite difference space mesh num- 
bers. 	It is important to display mesh intervals because of 
the effect mesh disposition may have upon the rate of 
convergence of a finite difference calculation. To change 
a particular physical dimension, the REGISTER button is 
picked and a.new value typed in. At present the mesh 
structure is fixed in advance and a new material boundary is 
placed at the nearest mesh boundary. 

Picking CALCULATE initiates further tasks and the 
designer is kept informed which task is currently occupying 
central memory. When the iterative numerical procedure for 
solving the diffusion equations begins, iteration details 
are presented and the designer may interrupt the calculation. 
Dose rates are then contoured at selected levels using a new 
contouring routine and displayed as shown in figure 3. 	In 
the present example, if the designer wishes to modify further 
the wall then picking CHANGE will result in the equivalent of 
figure 2 being presented. He may thus continue modifying 
and testing the design. 

Interactive Design of  Ducts 	In the previous sections we- 
have considered the design-  of-:-'bulk' shielding in one and 
two dimensions; that.is, the design of the complete shield' 
surrounding a nuclear reactor. . However such shields • 
must be penetrated by narrow ducts to allow the passage of 
coolant, control mechanisms etc. 	In this situation 
diffusion. theory is invalid and. transport theory uneconomic 
and special numerical methods exist to treat such geometries. 
We have prepared graphical routines compatible with these 
methods to permit the interactive design to stepped ducts. 

Figure 4 shows a stepped duct with a source of radiat- 
ion at one end and open at the other. 	Information relating 
to duct geometry, symmetric length, width and angle of a 
particular leg of the duct are presented. at the_,top of the 
working surface. 	The angle theta is the clockwise angle 
between the centre-line of the leg with that of the previoUs 
leg (except for the first leg where the angle is between 
centre-line and shield inner wall). 	Below, in the control 
surface are options to change the geometry. 	This .display 
was preceded by options to change geometry, to call the 
applications task or to- display a co-ordinate grid. 	Picking 
a leg number leads to options to change the geometrical 
constants for that leg. Picking a previously displayed-
CALCULATE button results in the display of doses at leg 
junctions and the duct exit. A typical application of this 
routine will be in the study of step length upon dose rate 
at the duct exit., 
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More Complex Cases For more complex problems, where the 
dose rate at a point is a function of more than one property 
of the shield, the procedures which have been described 
represent only part of the process which should lead to an 
optimum design. The missing component which we have not 
discussed in detail here is how to aid the designer in 
reaching a decision on how to change the shield. 	The 
sensitivity of dose rates at a chosen point of shield 
geometry and composition might be presented, together with 
sensitivity to these variables of tither important parameters, 
such as shield weight. There is obviously common ground 
between such a procedure and automatic optimisation methods. 
Indeed for one-dimensional shields such optimisation methods 
do exist and it may be that graphics only has a place in one 
dimension where there are many design constraints to be 
monitored. 	This would be 'interactive optimisation'. 
Optimisation in two or even three dimensions is a yet 
unexplored field and it may be that graphics has a role in 
enabling us to examine how the various design criteria are 
met and secondly to select parameters which may then be 
treated in a simple optimisation routine. 
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Figure 1. Presentation of one-dimensional shield plan with 
superimposed dose contours. 
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional shield plan with space mesh numbers 
and physical dimensions. 

Figure . Contoured dose rate distributions superimposed upon 
two-dimensional shield plan. 
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Figure 4. 	Display of duct together with geometrical parameters. 
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